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KRYON® 410A
The refrigerant with high energy efficiency index

Kryon® 410A is an azeotropic mixture composed of 
HFC-32/HFC-125, produced by Honeywell as a long term 
replacement product of R-22 (HCFC-22), in new equipments. This 
non ozone depleting mixture is, from the energetic point of view, 
very productive.

Kryon® 410A has higher refrigerating capacity and pressures 
compared to R-22, and a lower toxicity. Its use is very simple 
because it is an azeotropic mixture. Kryon® 410A is a Honeywell 
patent and has been proved to be non flammable by Underwriters’ 
Laboratory (UL).

Applications:

Kryon® 410A is used in new home and small shop air conditioning 
systems.

Kryon® 410A is an excellent refrigerant in new concept water 
coolers not provided with centrifugal compressor.

Il Kryon® 410A can be used as replacement product of R-22 in 
new commercial refrigeration systems (low and medium 
temperature), including supermarket refrigerated display cases 
and refrigerated transport.

Residential
A/C Heating & Plumbing Chiller

Medium GWPZero ODP 2088 (1924)
IPCC AR4 (AR5)

TposTemperature Range

REFRIGERANT GASES

KryoSmart T-PED 1 Lt / 800 gr. - 
48 Bar - pack of 6 pieces - valve 
5/16" SAE RH

F-GF-MI-R410A-1LT-6

KryoSmart T-PED 1 lt / 800 gr - 
48 Bar - pack of 12 pieces - 
valve 5/16" SAE RH

F-GF-MI-R410A-1LT

KryoSmart Alu T-PED aluminum 
1,1 lt / 800 gr - 48 Bar - package 
6 pieces - valve 5/16" SAE RH

F-GF-MI-AL410A-1-6

KryoSmart T-PED 2,5 Lt / 2Kg - 
48 Bar - pack of 6 pieces - valve 
5/16" SAE RH

F-GF-MI-R410A-2,5LT

KryoSmart Alu T-PED aluminum 
1,1 lt / 800 gr - 48 Bar - package 
12 pieces - valve 5/16" SAE RH

F-GF-MI-AL410A-1-12
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https://www.generalgas.eu/scheda-prodotto/r410a-confezione-12-bombole-kryosmart-1-lt-800-gr-48-bar-acciaio-al-carbonio-valvola-5-16-sae-rh.html
https://www.generalgas.eu/scheda-prodotto/r410a-confezione-6-bombole-kryosmart-1-lt-0-8-kg-48-bar-acciaio-al-carbonio-valvola-5-16-sae-rh.html
https://www.generalgas.eu/scheda-prodotto/r410a-confezione-12-bombole-kryosmart-alu-1-1-lt-800-gr-48-bar-alluminio-valvola-5-16-sae-rh.html
https://www.generalgas.eu/scheda-prodotto/r410a-confezione-6-bombole-kryosmart-alu-1-1-lt-0-8-kg-48-bar-alluminio-valvola-5-16-sae-rh.html
https://www.generalgas.eu/scheda-prodotto/r410a-confezione-6-bombole-kryosmart-di-r410a-2-5lt-2kg-48-bar-acciaio-al-carbonio-valvola-5-16-sae-rh.html


KryoBox T-PED refillable 
cylinder 6,4 Lt - 5 Kg/42 bar 
valve 5/16” SAE
F-GF-MD-R410A-6

KryoBox T-PED refillable 
cylinder 13,6 Lt - 10 Kg / 42 bar 
- valve ¼"SAE RH with adapter 
5/16" SAE RH
F-GF-MXK-R410A-10

KryoBox T-PED refillable 
cylinder 13,6 Lt - 11,3 Kg / 42 
bar - valve ¼"SAE RH with 
adapter 5/16" SAE RH
F-GF-MXK-R410A-13,6

REFRIGERANT GASES

KRYON® 410A
The refrigerant with high energy efficiency index

R410A Kryon® 410A - T-PED returnable cylinder 13 Lt - 
11 kg

F-GF-R410A-13

R410A Kryon® 410A - T-PED returnable cylinder 40 Lt - 
35 kg

F-GF-R410A-40
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https://www.generalgas.eu/scheda-prodotto/r410a-kryon-410a-in-bombola-kryobox-6-4-lt-5-kg-42-bar.html
https://www.generalgas.eu/scheda-prodotto/r410a-kryon-410a-in-bombola-kryobox-13-6-lt-10-kg-42-bar.html
https://www.generalgas.eu/scheda-prodotto/r410a-kryon-410a-in-bombola-kryobox-13-6-lt-11-3-kg-42-bar.html
https://www.generalgas.eu/scheda-prodotto/r410a-kryon-410a-in-bombola-a-rendere-13-lt-11-kg.html
https://www.generalgas.eu/scheda-prodotto/r410a-kryon-410a-in-bombola-a-rendere-40-lt-35-kg.html


KRYON® 32
The low GWP alternative to R-410A in Air Conditioning systems

Kryon® 32 is an HFC refrigerant used so far as component in 
blends of R-410A ed R-407C.

Thanks to its energy and environmental efficiency, Kryon® 32 has 
been already used by major manufacturers of household 
airconditioners systems.

Kryon® 32 has a GWP - Global Warming Potential - considerably 
lower than R-410A. The product is used in low coolant temperature 
systems.

Kryon® 32 is a mildly flammable gas. Kryon® 32 needs the use of 
Polyol Ester Oil (POE), with a viscosity specific for R-32.

Applications:

Kryon® 32 is used in residential and commercial air conditioning 
systems.

KryoSmart T-PED 1 lt / 800 gr - 
48 Bar - valve ½" 16 ACME LH - 
package 6 pieces

F-GF-MI-R32-6B-1LT

KryoSmart T-PED 1 lt / 800 gr - 
48 Bar - valve ½" 16 ACME LH - 
package 12 pieces

F-GF-MI-R32-1LT

KryoSmart Alu T-PED aluminum 
refillable cylinder 1,1 lt / 800 
grams - 48 Bar - valve ½" 16 
ACME LH - package 6 pieces 
F-GF-MI-AL32-1-6

KryoSmart T-PED 2,5 lt / 1.800 
gr - 48 Bar - valve ½" 16 ACME 
LH - package 6 pieces

F-GF-MI-R32-2,5LT

KryoSmart Alu T-PED aluminum 
refillable cylinder 1,1 lt / 800 
grams - 48 Bar - valve ½" 16 
ACME LH - package 12 pieces 
F-GF-MI-AL32-1-12

REFRIGERANT GASES

TposTemperature Range

Heating & Plumbing
Residential

A/C

Zero ODP Low GWP 675 (677)
IPCC AR4 (AR5)
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https://www.generalgas.eu/scheda-prodotto/r32-confezione-12-bombole-kryosmart-32-1lt-800-gr-48-bar-acciaio-al-carbonio-valvola-16-acme-lh.html
https://www.generalgas.eu/scheda-prodotto/r32-confezione-6-bombole-kryosmart-32-1lt-800-gr-48-bar-acciaio-al-carbonio-valvola-16-acme-lh.html
https://www.generalgas.eu/scheda-prodotto/r32-confezione-12-bombole-kryosmart-alu-32-1-1-lt-0-8-kg-48-bar-alluminio-valvola-16-acme-lh.html
https://www.generalgas.eu/scheda-prodotto/r32-confezione-6-bombole-kryosmart-alu-32-1-1-lt-0-8-kg-48-bar-alluminio-valvola-16-acme-lh.html


KRYON® 32
The low GWP alternative to R-410A in Air Conditioning systems

REFRIGERANT GASES

KryoBox T-PED refillable
cylinder 7 Lt - 5 Kg / 48 bar - valve ½" 16 ACME LH

F-GF-MD-R32-7

KryoBox T-PED refillable cylinder 13,6 Lt - 10 Kg / 48
bar - valve ½" 16 ACME LH

F-GF-MXK-R32-13,6

R32 Kryon® 32 in T-Ped Rented Cylinder 12,5 Lt - 9 Kgs. 
(valve 21,8 x 1/14 LH)

F-GF-R32-13

R32 Kryon® 32 in T-Ped Rented Cylinder 40 Lt - 31 Kgs. 
(valve 21,8 x 1/14 LH)

F-GF-R32-40
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https://www.generalgas.eu/scheda-prodotto/r32-kryon-32-in-bombola-kryobox-7-lt-5-kg-48-bar.html
https://www.generalgas.eu/scheda-prodotto/r32-kryon-32-in-bombola-ricaricabile-kryobox-13-6-lt-10-kg-48-bar-valvola-acme-lh.html
https://www.generalgas.eu/scheda-prodotto/r32-kryon-32-in-bombola-t-ped-a-rendere-13-lt-9-kg-valvola-21-8-x-1-14-lh.html
https://www.generalgas.eu/scheda-prodotto/r32-kryon-32-in-bombola-t-ped-a-rendere-40-lt-31-kg-valvola-21-8-x-1-14-lh.html


Heating & Plumbing
Residential

A/C

Medium GWPZero ODP 1774 (1624)
IPCC AR4 (AR5)

Chiller

TposTemperature Range TN

KRYON® 407C
The refrigerant used in home air conditioning

Kryon® 407C is a zeotropic ternary mixture composed of 
HFC-32/HFC-125/HFC-134a. It has been developed as a 
replacement for R-22 (HFC-22). Il Kryon® 407C is a non ozone 
depleting refrigerant and lends itself to many uses in refrigeration 
and air conditioning systems.

Kryon® 407C is a zeotropic ternary mixture that, unlike azeotropic 
fluid, changes its temperature during evaporation and 
condensation phases, for a given value of pressure.

 

Kryon® 407C has a moderate T° Glide (5÷7 °C). Therefore it is very 
important that Kryon® 407C is transferred only as a liquid state 
when charging a system, and not as a vapour state. That would 
cause a change in the composition of the refrigerant, which could 
damage the plant.

Applications:

Kryon® 407C is used in home and small shop air conditioning 
systems. Kryon® 407C is also used in water chillers not provided 
with centrifugal compressor, and in mediumtemperature 
refrigeration systems.

REFRIGERANT GASES

KryoSmart T-PED 1 lt / 850 gr - 
48 Bar - valve ¼" SAE RH - 
package 6 pieces

F-GF-MI-R407C-1LT-6

KryoSmart T-PED 1 lt / 850 gr - 
48 Bar - valve ¼" SAE RH - 
package 12 pieces

F-GF-MI-R407C-1LT

KryoSmart Alu T-PED aluminum 
1,1 lt / 850 gr - 48 Bar - valve ¼" 
SAE RH - package 6 pieces

F-GF-MI-AL407C-1-6

KryoSmart T-PED 2,5 lt / 2 kg. - 
48 Bar - valve ¼" SAE RH - 
package 6 pieces

F-GF-MI-R407C-2,5LT

KryoSmart Alu T-PED aluminum 
refillable cylinder 1 Lt/0,85 kg. - 
48 Bar - package 12 pieces - 
valve ¼ SAE RH
F-GF-MI-AL407C-1-12
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https://www.generalgas.eu/scheda-prodotto/r407c-confezione-12-bombole-kryosmart-1-lt-0-85-kg-48-bar-acciaio-al-carbonio-valvola-sae-rh.html
https://www.generalgas.eu/scheda-prodotto/r407c-confezione-6-bombole-kryosmart-di-r407c-1-lt-0-85-kg-48-bar-acciaio-al-carbonio-valvola-sae-rh.html
https://www.generalgas.eu/scheda-prodotto/r407c-confezione-12-bombole-kryosmart-alu-1-1-lt-0-85-kg-48-bar-alluminio-valvola-sae-rh.html
https://www.generalgas.eu/scheda-prodotto/r407c-confezione-6-bombole-kryosmart-alu-1-1-lt-0-85-kg-48-bar-alluminio-valvola-sae-rh.html
https://www.generalgas.eu/scheda-prodotto/r407c-confezione-6-bombole-kryosmart-2-5lt-2kg-48-bar-acciaio-al-carbonio-valvola-sae-rh.html


KRYON® 407C
The refrigerant used in home air conditioning

KryoBox T-PED refillable
cylinder 6,4 Lt - 5 Kg / 42 bar - 
valve ¼" SAE RH
F-GF-MD-R407C-6

KryoBox T-PED refillable
cylinder 13,6 Lt - 10 Kg / 42 bar 
- valve ¼" SAE RH
F-GF-MXK-R407C-10

KryoBox T-PED refillable
cylinder 13,6 Lt 12,5 Kg / 42 bar 
- valve ¼" SAE RH
F-GF-MXK-R407C-13,6

REFRIGERANT GASES

R407C Kryon® 407C - T-PED returnable cylinder 13 Lt - 
12 Kg

F-GF-R407C-13

R407C Kryon® 407C - T-PED returnable cylinder 40 Lt - 
38 kg

F-GF-R407C-40
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https://www.generalgas.eu/scheda-prodotto/r407c-kryon-407c-in-bombola-kryobox-6-4-lt-5-kg-42-bar.html
https://www.generalgas.eu/scheda-prodotto/r407c-kryon-407c-in-bombola-kryobox-13-6-lt-10-kg-42-bar.html
https://www.generalgas.eu/scheda-prodotto/r407c-kryon-407c-in-bombola-kryobox-13-6-lt-12-5-kg-42-bar.html
https://www.generalgas.eu/scheda-prodotto/r407c-kryon-407c-in-bombola-a-rendere-13-lt-12-kg.html
https://www.generalgas.eu/scheda-prodotto/r407c-kryon-407c-in-bombola-a-rendere-40-lt-38-kg.html


REFRIGERANT GASES

TposTemperature Range 

Heating & Plumbing
Residential

A/C

Zero ODP High GWP 2730 (2473)
IPCC AR4 (AR5)

Industrial
Refrigeration

Commercial
RefrigerationChiller

TN

KRYON® 422D
The refrigerant designed for direct expansion chillers

Kryon® 422D is an easy-to-use and non-ozone depleting HFC refrigerant. 
It was develop in order to replace R-22 in already existing direct expansion 
water refrigerators.

Applications:

Kryon® 422D in used in home and commercial air conditioning, in direct 
expansion water refrigerators and in food processing and preservation.

KryoSmart T-PED 1 lt / 900 gr - 
48 Bar - valve ¼" SAE RH - 
package 6 pieces

F-GF-MI-R422D-1LT-6

KryoSmart T-PED 1 lt / 900 gr - 
48 Bar - valve ¼" SAE RH - 
package 12 pieces

F-GF-MI-R422D-1LT

KryoSmart Alu T-PED aluminum 
1,1 lt / 900 gr - 48 Bar - valve ¼" 
SAE RH - package 6 pieces

F-GF-MI-AL422D-1-6

KryoSmart T-PED 2,5 lt / 2.0 
kgs. - 48 Bar - valve ¼" SAE RH - 
package 6 pieces

F-GF-MI-R422D-2,5LT

KryoSmart Alu T-PED aluminum 
1,1 lt / 900 gr - 48 Bar - valve ¼" 
SAE RH - package 12 pieces

F-GF-MI-AL422D-1-12
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https://www.generalgas.eu/scheda-prodotto/r422d-confezione-12-bombole-kryosmart-di-r422d-1-lt-900-gr-48-bar-acciaio-al-carbonio-valvola-sae-rh.html
https://www.generalgas.eu/scheda-prodotto/r422d-confezione-6-bombole-kryosmart-1-lt-900-gr-48-bar-ac-valvola-sae-rh.html
https://www.generalgas.eu/scheda-prodotto/r422d-confezione-12-bombole-kryosmart-alu-di-r422d-1-1-lt-0-9-kg-48-bar-alluminio-valvola-sae-rh.html
https://www.generalgas.eu/scheda-prodotto/r422d-confezione-6-bombole-kryosmart-alu-di-r422d-1-1-lt-0-9-kg-48-bar-alluminio-valvola-sae-rh.html
https://www.generalgas.eu/scheda-prodotto/r422d-confezione-6-bombole-kryosmart-2-5lt-2kg-48-bar-acciaio-al-carbonio-valvola-sae-rh.html


REFRIGERANT GASES

KRYON® 422D
The refrigerant designed for direct expansion chillers

R422D Kryon® 422D - T-PED returnable cylinder 13 Lt - 
12 Kg

F-GF-R422D-13

R422D Kryon® 422D - T-PED returnable cylinder 40 Lt - 
38 Kg

F-GF-R422D-40

KryoBox T-PED refillable cylinder 
6,4 Lt 5 Kg / 42 bar 100% 
Reclaimed (meets AHRI-700 
quality standards)
F-GF-MD-R422D-6-R

KryoBox T-PED refillable cylinder 
13,6 Lt 10 Kg / 42 bar 100% 
Reclaimed (meets AHRI-700 
quality standards)
F-GF-MXK-R422D-10R

KryoBox T-PED refillable
cylinder 6,4 Lt - 5 Kg / 42 bar - 
valve ¼" SAE RH
F-GF-MD-R422D-6

KryoBox T-PED refillable
cylinder 13,6 Lt - 10 Kg / 42 bar 
- valve ¼" SAE RH
F-GF-MXK-R422D-10

KryoBox T-PED refillable
cylinder 13,6 Lt - 13 Kg / 42 bar 
- valve ¼" SAE RH
F-GF-MXK-R422D-13,6

9

https://www.generalgas.eu/scheda-prodotto/r422d-100-rigenerato-conforme-std-qualitativo-ahri-700-in-bombola-kryobox-6-4-lt-5-kg-42-bar.html
https://www.generalgas.eu/scheda-prodotto/r422d-100-rigenerato-conforme-std-qualitativo-ahri-700-in-bombola-kryobox-6-4-lt-5-kg-42-bar.html
https://www.generalgas.eu/scheda-prodotto/r422d-kryon-422d-in-bombola-kryobox-13-6-lt-10-kg-42-bar.html
https://www.generalgas.eu/scheda-prodotto/r422d-100-rigenerato-conforme-std-qualitativo-ahri-700-in-bombola-kryobox-13-6-lt-10-kg-42-bar.html
https://www.generalgas.eu/scheda-prodotto/r422d-kryon-422d-in-bombola-kryobox-13-6-lt-13-kg-42-bar.html
https://www.generalgas.eu/scheda-prodotto/r422d-kryon-422d-in-bombola-a-rendere-13-lt-12-kg.html
https://www.generalgas.eu/scheda-prodotto/r422d-kryon-422d-in-bombola-a-rendere-40-lt-38-kg.html


REFRIGERANT GASES

KRYON® 422B
The refrigerant gas designed for direct expansion A / C systems

Il Kryon®422B is an easy-to-use and non-ozone depleting HFC refrigerant. 
Developed to replace R-22 used in residential air conditioning.

Performance:

- Kryon® 422B allows easy, fast and favourable conversion.
- It allows the continuous use of existing plants.
- A lower delivery temperature compared to R-22.
- It is possible to fill the system up during the service, without having to 
remove the whole refrigerant charge.

KryoSmart T-PED 1 lt / 900 gr - 
48 Bar - valve ¼" SAE RH - 
package 6 pieces

F-GF-MI-AC422B-1-6

KryoSmart T-PED 1 lt / 900 gr - 
48 Bar - valve ¼" SAE RH - 
package 12 pieces

F-GF-MI-AC422B-1-12

KryoSmart Alu T-PED aluminum 
1,1 lt / 900 gr - 48 Bar - valve ¼" 
SAE RH - package 6 pieces

F-GF-MI-AL422B-1-6

KryoSmart T-PED 2,5 lt / 2.0 
kgs. - 48 Bar - valve ¼" SAE RH - 
package 6 pieces

F-GF-MI-R422B-2,5LT

KryoSmart Alu T-PED aluminum 
1,1 lt / 900 gr - 48 Bar - valve ¼" 
SAE RH - package 12 pieces

F-GF-MI-AL422B-1-12

KryoBox T-PED refillable
cylinder 6,4 Lt - 5 Kg / 42 bar - valve ¼" SAE RH

F-GF-MD-R422B-6

KryoBox T-PED refillable
cylinder 13,6 Lt - 10 Kg / 42 bar - valve ¼" SAE RH

F-GF-MXK-R422B-10

10

https://www.generalgas.eu/scheda-prodotto/r422b-confezione-12-bombole-kryosmart-di-r422b-1-lt-0-9-kg-48-bar-acciaio-al-carbonio-valvola-sae-rh.html
https://www.generalgas.eu/scheda-prodotto/r422b-confezione-6-bombole-kryosmart-1-lt-900-gr-48-bar-ac-valvola-sae-rh.html
https://www.generalgas.eu/scheda-prodotto/r422b-confezione-12-bombole-kryosmart-alu-di-r422b-1-1-lt-0-9-kg-48-bar-alluminio-valvola-sae-rh.html
https://www.generalgas.eu/scheda-prodotto/r422b-confezione-6-bombole-kryosmart-alu-di-r422b-1-1-lt-0-9-kg-48-bar-alluminio-valvola-sae-rh.html
https://www.generalgas.eu/scheda-prodotto/r422b-confezione-6-bombole-kryosmart-2-5lt-2kg-48-bar-acciaio-al-carbonio-valvola-sae-rh.html
https://www.generalgas.eu/scheda-prodotto/r422b-kryon-422b-in-bombola-kryobox-6-4-lt-5-kg-42-bar.html
https://www.generalgas.eu/scheda-prodotto/r422b-kryon-422b-in-bombola-kryobox-13-6-lt-10-kg-42-bar.html


REFRIGERANT GASES

KRYON® 134a
The reference refrigerant for motor vehicle air conditioning

Kryon® 134a is one of the main product replacing HCFC gases and is 
the non-ozone depleting and non polluting option. The product has an 
energetic efficiency and a refrigeration capacity similar to R-12, but 
with a lower toxicity. Kryon® 134a is a reference refrigerant for motor 
vehicle air conditioning. It can be used in home and commercial 
refrigeration as well as in commercial and industrial air conditioning. 
Kryon® 134a is one of the most common components in refrigerants 
on the market.

Applications:

Kryon® 134a is used in all motor vehicle air conditioning systems.

Kryon® 134a has been developed for many applications in 
refrigeration, as for example supermarket display cabinets, cold rooms 
and domestic refrigerators. The product can be used in packaged 
centrifugal chillers

KryoSmart T-PED 1 lt / 900 gr - 
48 Bar - valve ¼" SAE RH - 
package 12 pieces

F-GF-MI-R134A-1LT

KryoSmart T-PED 1 lt / 900 gr - 
48 Bar - valve ¼" SAE RH - 
package 6 pieces

F-GF-MI-R134A-1LT-6

KryoSmart Alu T-PED aluminum 
1,1 lt / 900 gr - 48 Bar - valve ¼" 
SAE RH - package 12 pieces

F-GF-MI-AL134A-1-12

KryoSmart Alu T-PED aluminum 
1,1 lt / 900 gr - 48 Bar - valve ¼" 
SAE RH - package 6 pieces

F-GF-MI-AL134A-1-6

KryoSmart T-PED 2,5 lt / 2.0 
kgs. - 48 Bar - valve ¼" SAE RH - 
package 6 pieces

F-GF-MI-R134A-2,5LT

TposTemperature Range

Residential
A/C

Industrial
Refrigeration

Domestic
Refrigeration

Commercial
RefrigerationChiller Automotive

Medium GWPZero ODP 1.430 (1.300)
IPCC AR4 (AR5)
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https://www.generalgas.eu/scheda-prodotto/r134a-confezione-12-bombole-kryosmart-134a-1lt-900-gr-48-bar-acciaio-al-carbonio-valvola-sae-rh.html
https://www.generalgas.eu/scheda-prodotto/r134a-confezione-6-bombole-kryosmart-1lt-900-gr-48-bar-acciaio-al-carbonio-valvola-sae-rh.html
https://www.generalgas.eu/scheda-prodotto/r134a-confezione-12-bombole-kryosmart-alu-134a-1-1-lt-900-gr-48-bar-alluminio-valvola-sae-rh.html
https://www.generalgas.eu/scheda-prodotto/r134a-confezione-6-bombole-kryosmart-alu-134a-1-1-lt-900-gr-48-bar-alluminio-valvola-sae-rh.html
https://www.generalgas.eu/scheda-prodotto/r134a-confezione-n-6-bombole-kryosmart-r134a-2-5lt-2kg-48-bar-acciaio-al-carbonio-valvola-sae-rh.html


REFRIGERANT GASES

R134a Kryon® in returnable cylinder 13 Lt - 13 Kg

F-GF-R134A-13

R134a Kryon® in returnable cylinder 40 Lt - 40 Kg

F-GF-R134A-40

KRYON® 134a
The reference refrigerant for motor vehicle air conditioning

KryoBox T-PED refillable
cylinder 13,6 Lt - 10 Kg / 42 bar 
- valve ¼" SAE RH

F-GF-MXK-R134A-10K

KryoBox T-PED refillable
cylinder 6,4 Lt - 5 Kg / 42 bar - 
valve ¼" SAE RH

F-GF-MD-R134A-6

KryoBox T-PED refillable
cylinder 13,6 Lt - 12 Kg / 42 bar 
- valve ¼" SAE RH

F-GF-MXK-R134A-12K
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https://www.generalgas.eu/scheda-prodotto/r134a-kryon-rac-in-bombola-kryobox-6-4-lt-5-0-kg-42-bar-valvola-a-volantino-1-4.html
https://www.generalgas.eu/scheda-prodotto/r134a-kryon-rac-in-bombola-kryobox-13-6-lt-10-0-kg-42-bar-valvola-a-volantino-1-4.html
https://www.generalgas.eu/scheda-prodotto/r134a-kryon-rac-in-bombola-kryobox-13-6-lt-12-0-kg-42-bar-valvola-a-volantino-1-4.html
https://www.generalgas.eu/scheda-prodotto/r134a-kryon-in-bombola-a-rendere-13-lt-13-kg.html
https://www.generalgas.eu/scheda-prodotto/r134a-kryon-in-bombola-a-rendere-40-lt-40-kg.html


SOLSTICE® HFO 1234yf

The ideal low Global Warming Potential refrigerant for mobile air 
conditioning and chillers

HFO 1234yf has been developed at Buffalo Research Laboratory 
by Honeywell Fluorochemicals with the aim of replacing R134a in 
motor vehicle air conditioning.

Its thermodynamic characteristics make HFO 1234yf very similar 
to R134a in performance, energetic efficiency and working 
pressures.

By using HFO 1234yf automobile manufacturers have been able to 
adapt easily systems working with R-134a, and achieve similar 
performance, sometimes even better; moreover HFO 1234yf was 
successfully introduced by leading manufacturers of latest 
generation chiller with high performance. Even compared to carbon 
dioxide - CO2, HFO 1234yf boasts a better energetic efficiency and a 
lower contribution to the total greenhouse effect (Direct Effect – 
Indirect Effect).

Its limited Direct Greenhouse Effect (GWP < 1 kg CO2) makes HFO 
1234yf the best possible solution from an environmental point of 
view.

REFRIGERANT GASES

TposTemperature Range Zero ODP 4 (1)
IPCC AR4 (AR5)Low GWP

Chiller Automotive

F-GF-HFOYF-5K-EXITA F-GF-HFOYF-5K-EXITB F-GF-MI-ALYF-1-6

T-PED aluminum 
cylinder 1,1 Lt / 0,8 
Kg - 48 Bar - valve ½ 
ACME LH - package 
with 6 pieces

F-GF-MI-HFOYF-3,1LT

T-PED cylinder 
3,1Lt / 3 Kg - 42 
Bar - valve with 
quick HP 
connection J2888

Valve adapter inlet 1/2 - 16 
ACME female LH (left hand) - 
outlet male HP J2888

F-AF-AL-AD-12ACME

Valve Adapter inlet W21,8x1/14 
LH (left hand) Din 1 - Outlet 
Male HP J2888

F-AF-VA-HFOYF-W21,8

Adapter with valve R32 / R290 / 
R600a / 1234yf - inlet female 1/2 
ACME LH (left hand) - outlet 
male 1/4 SAE RH (right hand) 
with depressor pin
F-AF-AL-VA-12A-U1/4

(EXPORT package, adapter with outlet HP J2888 quick connection not included)

T-PED cylinder 6,4 
Lt / 5 Kg - 42 Bar 
sold in package box 
- valve 1/2 - 16 
ACME LH 

T-PED cylinder 6,4 
Lt / 5 Kg - 42 Bar 
sold in package box 
- valve 21,8 x 1/14 
LH
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https://www.generalgas.eu/scheda-prodotto/1234yf-solstice-hfo-yf-in-confezione-6-4-lt-5-kg-42-bar-t-ped-valve-1-2-16-acme-adattatore-con-uscita-attacco-rapido-alta-pressione-non-incluso.html
https://www.generalgas.eu/scheda-prodotto/1234yf-solstice-hfo-yf-in-confezione-6-lt-5-kg-42-bar-t-ped-valvola-21-8-x-1-14-sinistro-adattatore-con-uscita-attacco-rapido-alta-pressione-hp-j2888-non-incluso.html
https://www.generalgas.eu/scheda-prodotto/1234yf-solstice-hfo-yf-in-confezione-3-1lt-3-kg-42-bar-t-ped-valvola-con-attacco-rapido-alta-pressione-j2888-non-necessita-adattatore.html
https://www.generalgas.eu/scheda-prodotto/1234yf-solstice-hfo-yf-confezione-6-bombole-alluminio-1-1-lt-0-8-kg-48-bar-t-ped-valvola-acme-lh.html
https://www.generalgas.eu/scheda-prodotto/hfo1234yf-adattatore-per-valvola-femmina-1-2-16-acme-sinistro-uscita-con-attacco-rapido-maschio-hp-j2888.html
https://www.generalgas.eu/scheda-prodotto/hfo1234yf-adattatore-per-valvola-femmina-w21-8x1-14-sinistro-uscita-con-attacco-rapido-maschio-hp.html
https://www.generalgas.eu/scheda-prodotto/valvola-rubinetto-r290-r600a-1234yf-ingresso-femmina-1-2-acme-lh-sinistro-uscita-maschio-1-4-sae-rh-destro-con-depressore.html


REFRIGERANT GASES

SOLSTICE® N40 - R448A
The most energy efficient, reduced GWP alternative to R-404A/R-507

Solstice® N40 is an hydrofluoro-olefin (HFO) blend, with a significantly low 
GWP (reduction > 65% compared to R-404A), designed to replace 
R-404A/R-507 in positive displacement, direct expansion low and medium 
temperature commercial and industrial refrigeration equipment.
Solstice® N40 guarantees superior energy efficiency at low and medium 
temperature applications.

Applications:
Solstice®  N40 is suitable for LT and MT commercial and industrial DX 
refrigeration; centralized rack systems, distributed systems, walk-in 
coolers/freezers, preparation rooms, cold stores, plug-in cabinets, chilled 
vertical cabinets.
Solstice®  N40 is suitable for new equipment and quick and easy retrofit 
of existing systems operating with R-404A / R507.

R448A Solstice® N40 in returnable cylinder 13 Lt - 11 
Kg - T-PED

F-GF-N40-R448A-13

R448A Solstice® N40 in returnable cylinder 40 Lt - 36 
Kg - T-PED

F-GF-N40-R448A-40

TposTemperature Range Zero ODP 1387 (1273)
IPCC AR4 (AR5)Low GWP

Industrial
Refrigeration

Commercial
Refrigeration

BT

KryoBox T-PED refillable
cylinder 6,4 Lt - 5 Kg / 42 bar - valve ¼" SAE RH

F-GF-MD-R448A-6

KryoBox T-PED refillable
cylinder 13,6 Lt - 10 Kg / 42 bar - valve ¼" SAE RH

F-GF-MXK-R448A-10
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https://www.generalgas.eu/scheda-prodotto/r448a-solstice-n40-hfo-hfc-in-bombola-kryobox-6-4-lt-5-kg-42-bar.html
https://www.generalgas.eu/scheda-prodotto/r448a-solstice-n40-hfo-hfc-in-bombola-kryobox-13-6-lt-10-kg-42-bar.html
https://www.generalgas.eu/scheda-prodotto/r448a-solstice-n40-hfo-hfc-in-bombola-a-rendere-13-lt-11-kg.html
https://www.generalgas.eu/scheda-prodotto/r448a-solstice-n40-hfo-hfc-in-bombola-a-rendere-40-lt-36-kg.html


REFRIGERANT GASES

OPTEON® XP 40 - R449A
The Low GWP replacement of R-404A / R-507 in commercial & industrial refrigeration

Opteon® XP40 is a non-ozone depleting, low Global Warming Potential 
(GWP) hydro-fluoro-olefin (HFO) based refrigerant, with a GWP value 
particularly low (reduction >65% compared to R-404A) and optimal 
balance of properties, to replace R-404A/R-507 in positive displacement, 
direct expansion low - and medium - temperature commercial and 
industrial applications. Opteon®   XP40 enables improved energy 
efficiency at medium and low temperatures.

Applications:

Opteon®  XP40 is suitable for low- and medium-temperature commercial 
and industrial DX refrigeration; centralized rack systems, distributed 
systems, walk-in coolers/freezers, preparation rooms, cold stores (e.g. 
condensing units), plugin cabinets, chilled vertical cabinets.
Opteon® XP40 is suitable for new equipment as well as for quick and easy 
retrofit of existing systems operating with R-404A/R-507.

R449A Opteon® XP40 in returnable cylinder 13 Lt. - 10 
Kg. - T-PED

F-GF-R449A-13

R449A Opteon® XP40 in returnable cylinder 40 Lt. - 35 
Kg. - T-PED

F-GF-R449A-40

Temperature Range Zero ODP 1397 (1282)
IPCC AR4 (AR5)Low GWP

Industrial 
Refrigeration

Commercial
Refrigeration

BT

Refrigerated
Transports

TN

KryoBox T-PED refillable
cylinder 6,4 Lt - 5 Kg / 42 bar - valve ¼" SAE RH

F-GF-MD-R449A-6

KryoBox T-PED refillable
cylinder 13,6 Lt - 10 Kg / 42 bar - valve ¼" SAE RH

F-GF-MXK-R449A-13,6
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https://www.generalgas.eu/scheda-prodotto/r449a-opteon-xp-40-hfo-hfc-in-bombola-kryobox-6-4-lt-5-kg-42-bar.html
https://www.generalgas.eu/scheda-prodotto/r449a-opteon-xp-40-hfo-hfc-in-bombola-kryobox-13-6-lt-10-kg-42-bar.html
https://www.generalgas.eu/scheda-prodotto/r449a-opteon-xp40-hfo-hfc-in-bombola-a-rendere-13-lt-10-kg.html
https://www.generalgas.eu/scheda-prodotto/r449a-opteon-xp40-hfo-hfc-in-bombola-a-rendere-40-lt-35-kg.html


REFRIGERANT GASES

KRYON® 404A
The reference product for commercial refrigeration

Kryon® 404A is a non-ozone depleting refrigerant gas developed for 
long-term replacement of R-22 (HCFC) in low and medium temperature 
commercial refrigeration.

Kryon® 404A is a slightly zeotropic mixture. For this reason it is 
necessary to charge systems only with refrigerant in the liquid phase, 
and not with vapour because that would cause a change in the 
composition of refrigerant that could damage the system.

Applications:

Kryon® 404A is used in low and medium commercial and industrial 
refrigeration, as for example supermarket display cabinets, cold rooms, 
stands, refrigerated transport and ice making machines. 

Industrial 
Refrigeration

KryoBox T-PED refillable
cylinder 13,6 Lt - 10 Kg / 42 bar - valve ¼" SAE RH

F-GF-MXK-R404A-10

KryoBox T-PED refillable cylinder 13,6 Lt - 10 Kg / 42 bar 
- valve ¼" SAE RH - 100% Reclaimed 
(meets AHRI-700 quality standards)

F-GF-MXK-R404A-10R

KryoBox T-PED refillable
cylinder 6,4 Lt - 5 Kg / 42 bar - valve ¼" SAE RH

F-GF-MD-R404A-6

KryoBox T-PED refillable cylinder 6,4 Lt - 5 Kg / 42 bar - 
valve ¼" SAE RH - 100% Reclaimed 
(meets AHRI-700 quality standards)

F-GF-MD-R404A-6-R

Temperature Range Zero ODP High GWP 3922 (3943)
IPCC AR4 (AR5)

Commercial
Refrigeration

BTTN

Refrigerated
Transports
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https://www.generalgas.eu/scheda-prodotto/r404a-kryon-404a-in-bombola-kryobox-6-4-litri-42-bar-5-kg.html
https://www.generalgas.eu/scheda-prodotto/r404a-100-rigenerato-conforme-std-qualitativo-ahri-700-in-bombola-kryobox-6-4-litri-42-bar-5-kg.html
https://www.generalgas.eu/scheda-prodotto/r404a-kryon-404a-in-bombola-kryobox-13-6-litri-42-bar-10-kg-42-bar.html
https://www.generalgas.eu/scheda-prodotto/r404a-100-rigenerato-conforme-std-qualitativo-ahri-700-in-bombola-kryobox-13-6-litri-42-bar-10-kg-42-bar.html


REFRIGERANT GASES

KRYON® 404A
The reference product for commercial refrigeration

R404A Kryon® 404A T-PED returnable cylinder 13 Lt - 
10 Kg

F-GF-R404A-13

 R404A Kryon® 404A - T-PED returnable 
cylinder 40 Lt - 32 Kg

F-GF-R404A-40

R404A 100% Reclaimed (meets AHRI-700 quality 
standards) in T-PED returnable cylinder 13 Lt - 10 Kg

F-GF-R404A-13-R

R404A 100% Reclaimed (meets AHRI-700 quality 
standards) in T-PED returnable cylinder 40 Lt - 32 Kg

F-GF-R404A-40-R
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https://www.generalgas.eu/scheda-prodotto/r404a-kryon-404a-in-bombola-a-rendere-13-lt-10-kg.html
https://www.generalgas.eu/scheda-prodotto/r404a-kryon-404a-in-bombola-a-rendere-40-lt-32-kg.html
https://www.generalgas.eu/scheda-prodotto/r404a-100-rigenerato-conforme-std-qualitativo-ahri-700-in-bombola-a-rendere-13-lt-10-kg.html
https://www.generalgas.eu/scheda-prodotto/r404a-100-rigenerato-conforme-std-qualitativo-ahri-700-in-bombola-a-rendere-40-lt-32-kg.html


REFRIGERANT GASES

OPTEON® XP 44 - R452A
low GWP and no increase of discharge temperature in LT and MT refrigeration

Opteon® XP44 s a low Global Warming Potential (GWP) hydrofluoro-olefin 
based refrigerant with an environmental impact 50% lower than 
traditional R-404A/R-507. The product is non-ozone depleting and offers 
comparable energy efficiency vs. R-404A, whose availibility will be limited 
by the application of F-Gas EU 517/2014.
Opteon® XP44 is used in positive displacement, direct expansion 
transport applications as well as in LT and MT commercial and industrial 
DX refrigeration. Opteon® XP44 is suitable in new equipment as well as for 

quick and easy retrofit of existing systems, can be topped off after leaks 
and does not require change of POE lubricant.
Opteon®XP44 is safe and non-flammable, and is approved and adopted by 
major OEMs of compressors and components.

Applications:

Opteon® XP44 is suitable for LT and MT transport DX refrigeration 
(refrigerated trucks, refrigerated vans, reefer containers).
Opteon® XP44 is also suitable for new installations and retrofit of 
existing systems in low and medium temperature commercial and 
industrial DX refrigeration.

KryoBox T-PED refillable
cylinder 6,4 Lt - 5 Kg / 42 bar - valve ¼" SAE RH

F-GF-MD-R452A-6

KryoBox T-PED refillable
cylinder 13,6 Lt - 10 Kg / 42 bar - valve ¼" SAE RH

F-GF-MXK-R452A-13,6

R452A Opteon® XP44 in returnable cylinder 13 Lt. - 10 
kg. - T-PED

F-GF-R452A-13

R452A Opteon® XP44 in returnable cylinder 40 Lt. - 35 
Kg. - T-PED

F-GF-R452A-40

Temperature Range Zero ODP 2141 (1945)
IPCC AR4 (AR5)Medium GWP

Industrial 
Refrigeration

Commercial
Refrigeration

BT

Refrigerated
Transports

TN
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https://www.generalgas.eu/scheda-prodotto/r452a-opteon-xp-44-hfo-hfc-in-bombola-kryobox-6-4-lt-5-kg-42-bar.html
https://www.generalgas.eu/scheda-prodotto/r452a-opteon-xp-44-hfo-hfc-in-bombola-kryobox-13-6-lt-10-kg-42-bar.html
https://www.generalgas.eu/scheda-prodotto/r452a-opteon-xp44-hfo-hfc-in-bombola-a-rendere-13-lt-10-kg.html
https://www.generalgas.eu/scheda-prodotto/r452a-opteon-xp44-hfo-hfc-in-bombola-a-rendere-40-lt-35-kg.html


REFRIGERANT GASES

Applicazioni:

Opteon® XP10 can be used in positive displacement, direct expansion MT 
commercial and industrial systems. 

Opteon® XP10 is also well-suited for use in centrifugal water chillers and 
to replace R-134a in the MT circuit of hybrid cascade systems with second 
stage operating with CO2.

OPTEON® XP10 - R513A
Low GWP replacement of R-134a in commercial & industrial 
refrigeration

Opteon® XP10 (R513A) is a non-ozone depleting, low Global Warming 
Potential (GWP) hydrofluoro-olefin-(HFO) based refrigerant, with a GWP 
value particularly low (reduction >55% compared to R-134a), developed to 
replace, with close performance match, R-134a in positive displacement, 
direct expansion MT commercial and industrial applications.

Opteon® XP10 is safe and non-flammable, extensively field tested and 
supported by major equipment and component manufacturers.
Opteon® XP10 is suitable for new equipment as well as for quick and easy 
retrofit of existing systems.

 

R513A Opteon® XP10 in returnable cylinder 13 Lt. - 12 
Kg. - T-PED

F-GF-R513A-13

R513A Opteon® XP10 in returnable cylinder 40 Lt. - 38 
Kg. - T-PED

F-GF-R513A-40

R513A Opteon® XP10 in KryoBox cylinder 13,6 Lt. - 
12,0 Kg. - T-PED

F-GF-MXK-R513A13,6X

Zero ODP 631 (572)
IPCC AR4 (AR5)

Industrial 
Refrigeration

Commercial
Refrigeration

TN

Residential
A/C Chiller

TposTemperature Range Low GWP
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https://www.generalgas.eu/scheda-prodotto/r513a-chemours-opteon-xp10-hfo-hfc-in-bombola-kryobox-13-6-lt-12-0-kg.html
https://www.generalgas.eu/scheda-prodotto/r513a-chemours-opteon-xp10-hfo-hfc-in-bombola-a-rendere-13-lt-12-kg.html
https://www.generalgas.eu/scheda-prodotto/r1234ze-solstice-hfo-ze-ref-99-8-in-bombola-a-rendere-13-lt-13-kg.html


REFRIGERANT GASES

So it is possible working at higher condensing temperature, while 
maintaining a good thermodynamic efficiency.

Applications

Solstice® HFO 1234ze is used in chillers for air conditioning and 
refrigeration applications, in hermetically sealed refrigeration 
compressors, vending-machines, refrigerated cabinets and cold rooms.

SOLSTICE® HFO 1234ZE 
The ideal low Global Warming Potential refrigerant for chillers
 
Solstice® HFO 1234ze has been developed by Honeywell 
Fluorochemicals with the aim of replacing R-134a with a Low Global 
Warming Potential Refrigerant (LGWP). In fact Solstice® HFO 1234ze 
has a GWP of 1 kg/CO2. 

In environmental conditions, its atmospheric lifetime is only of 18 days, 
much lower than 13 years for R-134a. Besides, its thermodynamic 
characteristics make Solstice® HFO 1234ze an excellent solution for 
the replacement of R-134a, because its energetic efficiency is similar or 
even higher compared to R-134a.

Working pressures of Solstice® HFO 1234ze are slightly lower 
compared to R-134a, whereas its critical temperature is higher. 

Commercial
Refrigeration Chiller

R1234ze Solstice® HFO ze Refrigeration grade (purity > 
99,5%) in returnable cylinder 13 Lt - 13 Kg T-PED

F-GF-HFO1234ze-13

R1234ze Solstice® HFO ze Refrigeration grade (purity > 
99,5%) in returnable cylinder 40 Lt - 40 Kg T-PED

F-GF-HFO1234ze-40

Temperature Range Zero ODP Low GWP 6(<1)
IPCC AR4 (AR5)

Tpos TN
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https://www.generalgas.eu/scheda-prodotto/r1234ze-solstice-hfo-ze-ref-99-8-in-bombola-a-rendere-13-lt-13-kg.html
https://www.generalgas.eu/scheda-prodotto/r1234ze-solstice-hfo-ze-ref-99-8-in-bombola-a-rendere-40-lt-40-kg.html


Refrigeration grade 2.5-99,5% - 1Lt/430Gr - package of 12 
pcs. - valve 7/16 28 UNEF

F-GF-MI-R290-1LT

refrigeration grade 2.5-99,5% - 1Lt/430Gr - package of 6 
pcs. - valve 7/16 28 UNEF

F-GF-MI-R290-1LT-6

Aerosol Aluminum Cylinders (single use not 
refillable) 1.000 ml. / 420 grams - 30 bar - valve 
B188 7/16 20 UNF EU - package 12 pcs.
F-GF-MI-R600a-1LT

REFRIGERANT GASES

KRYON® 600a
Excellent cooling properties of Hydrocarbons

Kryon® 600a (Isobutane) is a Hydrocarbon (HC) classified as 
alkane. Hydrocarbons are refrigerants consisting entirely of 
hydrogen and carbon atoms. These elements are already present 
in the atmosphere by nature, so they do not constitute a risk for 
the environment.
 
Kryon® 600a, like other hydrocarbons, is a flammable gas and 
there are safety issues related to its use. But the use of high 
efficient hydrocarbon refrigerant Kryon® 600a results in reduced 
refrigerant charge thanks to its thermodynamic properties. This 
extremely low refrigerant charge (a few grams) makes Kryon® 
600a completely safe and high-performing. 

Applications:

Kryon® 600a is used in commercial refrigeration: serve-over and 
self service counters, cold rooms, ice-maker machines, vending 
machines and refrigerated warehouses.
Kryon® 600a is also used in domestic refrigeration: freezers and 
domestic refrigerators.

KRYON® 290
The natural refrigerant for the plug-in's commercial refrigeration 
systems

Kryon® 290 (propane) is an hydrocarbon HC belonging to the linear 
saturated alkanes.Hydrocarbons are refrigerants which are exclusively 
composed of carbon and hydrogen atoms; these compounds occur 
naturally in the earth’s atmosphere, therefore it does not represent an 
environmental risk (greenhouse gas emission and ozonedepleting).

Kryon® 290, as all other hydrocarbons, is a highly flammable gas 
(ASHRAE safety rating A3). For this reason the safety implications must 
be appropriately considered during operations of storage, handling and 
transport. In refrigeration “plug-in” systems (e.g. refrigerated showcases 
and cabinets) propane charge does not exceed 150 grams.

Applicazioni:

Kryon® 290 is mainly used in commercial refrigeration systems, (positive 
temperature): supermarket refrigerated display case, ice maker machines, 
vending machines.
Kryon® 290 is also used in some low temperature industrial system.
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http://www.generalgas.eu/scheda-prodotto/r600a-kryon-600a-isobutano-bombola-alluminio-aerosol-monouso-non-ricaricabile-1-000-ml-420-grammi-30-bar-valvola-b188-7-16-20-unf-eu-confezione-da-12-pezzi.html
http://www.generalgas.eu/scheda-prodotto/confezione-6-bombole-kryosmart-di-r290-grade-2-5-99-5-1lt-430gr-ac-valvola-7-16-28-unef.html
http://www.generalgas.eu/scheda-prodotto/confezione-12-bombole-kryosmart-di-r290-grade-2-5-99-5-1lt-430gr-ac-valvola-7-16-28-unef.html


CHARGING HOSES

BLUE
Connections 1/4"  SAE - J2196 L - 300 cm

n° 1 pcs. - length 300 cm

F-ER-AT-TVA-01

YELLOW
Connections 1/4"  SAE - J2196 L - 300 cm

n° 1 pcs. - length 300 cm

F-ER-AT-TVA-03

RED
Connections 1/4"  SAE - J2196 L - 300 cm

n° 1 pcs. - length 300 cm

F-ER-AT-TVA-02

BLUE
Connections 1/4"  SAE - J2196 L - 200 cm

n° 1 pcs. - length 200 cm

F-ER-AT-TVA-04

YELLOW
Connections 1/4"  SAE - J2196 L - 200 cm

n° 1 pcs. - length 200 cm

F-ER-AT-TVA-06

RED
Connections 1/4"  SAE - J2196 L - 200 cm

n° 1 pcs. - length 200 cm

F-ER-AT-TVA-05

BLUE
Connections 5/16" SAE - J2196 - 200 cm

n° 1 pcs. - length 200 cm

F-ER-AT-TVA-07

YELLOW
Connections 5/16" SAE - J2196 - 200 cm

n° 1 pcs. - length 200 cm

F-ER-AT-TVA-09

RED
Connections 5/16" SAE - J2196 - 200 cm

n° 1 pcs. - length 200 cm

F-ER-AT-TVA-08

High quality charging Hose, entirely Made in Italy (original Continental) with Ball Valve.
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http://www.generalgas.eu/scheda-prodotto/tubo-di-carica-alta-qualita-originale-continental-con-valvola-a-sfera-giallo-1-4-sae-j2196-lunghezza-200-cm-confezione-n-1-pz.html
http://www.generalgas.eu/scheda-prodotto/tubo-di-carica-alta-qualita-originale-continental-con-valvola-a-sfera-red-5-16-sae-j2196-lunghezza-200-cm-confezione-n-1-pz.html
http://www.generalgas.eu/scheda-prodotto/tubo-di-carica-alta-qualita-originale-continental-con-valvola-a-sfera-giallo-5-16-sae-j2196-lunghezza-200-cm-confezione-n-1-pz.html


CHARGING HOSES

BLUE
Connections 5/16" SAE - J2196 - 300 cm

n° 1 pcs. - length 300 cm

F-ER-AT-TVA-10

YELLOW
Connections 5/16" SAE - J2196 - 300 cm

n° 1 pcs. - length 300 cm

F-ER-AT-TVA-12

RED
Connections 5/16" SAE - J2196 - 300 cm

n° 1 pcs. - length 300 cm

F-ER-AT-TVA-11

High quality charging Hose, entirely Made in Italy (original Continental) with Ball Valve.

BLUE
Charging Hose 5/16 SAE 
- 45° J2196 L - 200 cm
with Ball Valve 

Charging Hose 5/16 SAE 
- 45° J2196 L - 200 cm
with Ball Valve 

Charging Hose 5/16 SAE 
- 45° J2196 L - 200 cm
with Ball Valve 

n° 1 pcs. - length 200 cm

F-ER-AT-TVA-17

YELLOW

n° 1 pcs. - length 200 cm

F-ER-AT-TVA-19

RED

n° 1 pcs. - length 200 cm

F-ER-AT-TVA-18

BLUE
Charging Hose 1/4 SAE
- 45° J2196 L - 200 cm 
with Ball Valve

Charging Hose 1/4 SAE
- 45° J2196 L - 200 cm 
with Ball Valve

Charging Hose 1/4 SAE
- 45° J2196 L - 200 cm 
with Ball Valve

n° 1 pcs. - length 200 cm

F-ER-AT-TVA-14

YELLOW

n° 1 pcs. - length 200 cm

F-ER-AT-TVA-16

RED

n° 1 pcs. - length 200 cm

F-ER-AT-TVA-15
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ADAPTERS AND VALVES

R32 and other flammable refrigerants - valve 
adapter inlet female W 21,8-1/14 LH - outlet 
1/4 SAE male RH

F-AF-AL-AD-21,8-001

R32 and other flammable refrigerants - valve 
adapter inlet female W 21,8-1/14 LH - outlet 
5/16 SAE male RH

F-AF-AL-AD-21,8-002

R32 and other flammable refrigerants - valve 
adapter inlet female 1/2 ACME LH - outlet 5/16 
SAE male RH

F-AF-AL-AD-16ACME02

R32 and other flammable refrigerants - valve 
adapter inlet female 1/2 ACME LH (left hand), 
outlet male 1/4 SAE RH (right hand)

F-AF-AL-AD-16ACME01
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ADAPTERS AND VALVES

Adapter for aerosol/spray can, inlet 7/16 28 
UNEF (female), outlet 1/4 SAE (male) - RAC 
(R134a, R22, R600A, R290)

F-AF-AL-RAC-1_4SAE

R410A - valve Adapter 1/4 SAE female - 5/16 
SAE male

F-AF-AL-RID-1_4SAE

Adapter for valve inlet female W21,7-1/14 RH 
(right hand) - outlet 1/4 SAE RH (right hand) for 
R134a, R22, R404A, R407F, R407C etc.

F-AF-AL-AD-14W21,7

R290/R600a - valve Adapter female W20-1/14 
LH (left hand) -1/2 16 ACME male LH (left 
hand)

F-AF-AL-AD-12W20

R32 and other flammable refrigerants - valve 
adapter inlet female W 21,8-1/14 LH - outlet 
1/2 - 16 ACME M. LH

F-AF-AL-AD-16ACME

R410A - valve adapter female W21,7x1/14 RH 
(right hand) - outlet 5/16 SAE male RH (right 
hand)

F-AF-AL-AD-516W21,7
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ADAPTERS AND VALVES

Adapter with valve - inlet female 5/16 SAE 
RH - outlet male 1/4 SAE RH, with depressor 
pin

F-AF-AL-VA-5/16-1/4

Adapter with valve R32 - inlet female 1/2 
ACME LH (left hand) - outlet male 5/16 SAE 
RH (right hand) with depressor pin

F-AF-AL-VA-12A-U516

Adapter with valve R32/R290/R600a/1234yf 
- inlet female 1/2 ACME LH (left hand) - 
outlet male 1/4 SAE RH (right hand) with 
depressor pin

F-AF-AL-VA-12A-U1/4

Refrigerant Retention Control Valve 
(shut-off) R32 - inlet ½ ACME LH 
– outlet 5/16 RH

 F-AF-AL-VA-SH-001

Refrigerant Retention Control Valve 
(shut-off) R410 - inlet 5/16 SAE RH 
– outlet 5/16 SAE RH

F-AF-AL-VA-SH-004

Refrigerant Retention Control Valve 
(shut-off) R410 - inlet ¼ SAE RH 
– outlet 5/16 RH

F-AF-AL-VA-SH-002

Refrigerant Retention Control Valve 
(shut-off) R410 - inlet ¼ SAE RH 
– outlet 5/16 RH

F-AF-AL-VA-SH-003

Refrigerant Retention Control Valve 
(shut-off) R32 - inlet ½ ACME LH 
– outlet 1/4 RH

F-AF-AL-VA-SH-005
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ERRECOM POE OIL
Errecom POE Oil - Lubricants for Air Conditioning & Refrigeration Systems

POE are synthetic lubricants with high chemical and thermal 
stability.

Due to their good miscibility with refrigerants they are the best 
choice for applications with HFC/FC such as R134a, R404A, 
R407C.

POE oils are also compatible with hydrocarbons such as R290 
propane and R1270 propylene. In addition, our additive offer is 
always evolving: POE Errecom is also the best solution for 
applications with new generation HFO (hydrogenation of 
fluorinated olefins) such as R1234yf and R1234ze, which are both 
low-GWP latest formulation gases.

The high viscosity index ensures excellent low-temperature 
flowability and a stable film at high temperatures, thus confirming 
the maximum efficiency in all operating conditions.

LUBRICANTS

The pursued aims in the development of new ERRECOM 
lubricants are:

- Excellent lubricant ability;
- Hydrolytic stability;
- High compatibility with the materials of all kind of systems, 
  both new and old ones (with a constant attention to their 
  evolution over the time);
- Excellent properties at low temperature;
- Electrical isolation;
- Low toxicity and high biodegradability level, always 
  following our green philosophy precepts;
- Reduced hygroscopicity and anti-humidity additive;
- High thermal stability to oxidation;
- High solubility performances with refrigerants;
- Optimal miscibility with refrigerants.
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LUBRICANTS

F-ER-OL-POE046-01

Plastic Tank - 250 ml. - Package # 24 pcs

F-ER-OL-POE046-03

Plastic Tank - 1 lt. - Package # 12 pcs

F-ER-OL-POE046-08

Metal Tank -  5 lt. - Package # 2 pcs

F-ER-OL-POE046-09

Metal Tank -  25 lt. - Package # 1 pcs

F-ER-OL-POE046-04

Metal Tank -  1 lt. - Package # 12 pcs

F-ER-OL-POE046-10

Metal Tank 200 liters - Package # 1 pcs

F-ER-OL-POE046-02

Plastic Tank - 500 ml. - Package # 12 pcs

F-ER-OL-POE046-07

Plastic Tank - 5 lt. - Package # 2 pcs

POE 46

F-ER-OL-POE032-01

Plastic Tank - 250 ml. - Package # 24 pcs

F-ER-OL-POE032-03

Plastic Tank - 1 lt. - Package # 12 pcs

F-ER-OL-POE032-08

TMetal Tank -  5 lt. - Package # 2 pcs

F-ER-OL-POE032-09

Metal Tank -  25 lt. - Package # 1 pcs.

F-ER-OL-POE032-04

Metal Tank - 1 lt. - Package # 12 pcs

F-ER-OL-POE032-10

Metal Tank 200 liters - Package # 1 pcs

F-ER-OL-POE032-02

Plastic Tank - 500 ml. - Package # 12 pcs

F-ER-OL-POE032-07

Plastic Tank - 5 lt. - Package # 2 pcs

POE 32

F-ER-OL-POE022-01

Plastic Tank - 250 ml. - Package # 24 pcs

F-ER-OL-POE022-03

Plastic Tank - 1 lt. - Package # 12 pcs

F-ER-OL-POE022-08

Metal Tank - 5 lt. - Package # 2 pcs

F-ER-OL-POE022-09

Metal Tank - 25 lt.- Package # 1 pcs

F-ER-OL-POE022-04

Metal Tank - 1 lt. - Package # 12 pcs

F-ER-OL-POE022-10

Metal Tank 200 liters - Package # 1 pcs

F-ER-OL-POE022-02

Plastic Tank -500 ml. - Package # 12 pcs

F-ER-OL-POE022-07

Plastic Tank - 5 lt. - Package # 2 pcs

POE 22
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LUBRICANTS

F-ER-OL-POE068-01

Plastic Tank - 250 ml. - Package # 24 pcs

F-ER-OL-POE068-03

Plastic Tank - 1 lt. - Package # 12 pcs

F-ER-OL-POE068-08

Metal Tank -  5 lt. -Package # 2 pcs

F-ER-OL-POE068-09

Metal Tank -  25 lt. - Package # 1 pcs

F-ER-OL-POE068-04

Metal Tank -  1 lt. - Package # 12 pcs

F-ER-OL-POE068-10

Metal Tank 200 liters - Package # 1 pcs

F-ER-OL-POE068-02

Plastic Tank - 500 ml. - Package # 12 pcs

F-ER-OL-POE068-07

Plastic Tank - 5 lt. - Package # 2 pcs

POE 68

F-ER-OL-POE055-01

Plastic Tank - 250 ml. - Package # 24 pcs

F-ER-OL-POE055-03

Plastic Tank - 1 lt. - Package # 12 pcs

F-ER-OL-POE055-08

Metal Tank -  5 lt. - Package # 2 pcs

F-ER-OL-POE055-09

Metal Tank - 25 lt. - Package # 1 pcs

F-ER-OL-POE055-04

Metal Tank -  1 lt. - Package # 12 pcs

F-ER-OL-POE055-10

Metal Tank 200 liters - Package # 1 pcs

F-ER-OL-POE055-02

Plastic Tank - 500 ml. - Package # 12 pcs

F-ER-OL-POE055-07

Plastic Tank - 5 lt. - Package # 2 pcs

POE 55
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LUBRICANTS

F-ER-OL-POE170-01

Plastic Tank - 250 ml. - CPackage # 24 pcs

F-ER-OL-POE170-03

Plastic Tank - 1 lt. - Package # 12 pcs

F-ER-OL-POE170-08

Metal Tank -  5 lt. - Package # 2 pcs

F-ER-OL-POE170-09

Metal Tank -  25 lt. - Package # 1 pcs

F-ER-OL-POE170-04

Metal Tank -  1 lt. - Package # 12 pcs

F-ER-OL-POE170-10

Metal Tank 200 liters - Package # 1 pcs

F-ER-OL-POE170-02

Plastic Tank - 500 ml. - Package # 12 pcs

F-ER-OL-POE170-07

Plastic Tank - 5 lt. - Package # 2 pcs

POE 170

F-ER-OL-POE100-01

Plastic Tank - 250 ml. - Package # 24 pcs

F-ER-OL-POE100-03

Plastic Tank - 1 lt. - Package # 12 pcs

F-ER-OL-POE100-08

Metal Tank -  5 lt. - Package # 2 pcs

F-ER-OL-POE100-09

Metal Tank - 25 lt.- Package # 1 pcs

F-ER-OL-POE100-04

Metal Tank - 1 lt. - Package # 12 pcs

F-ER-OL-POE100-10

Metal Tank 200 liters - Package # 1 pcs

F-ER-OL-POE100-02

Plastic Tank - 500 ml. - Package # 12 pcs

F-ER-OL-POE100-07

Plastic Tank - 5 lt. - Package # 2 pcs

POE 100
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LUBRICANTS

ERRECOM POE  CO2 OIL
Errecom POE CO2 Oil - Lubricants for Refrigeration Systems 
working with CO2 (R744)

CO2 POE Synthetic Lubricant by Errecom is composed by a mix 
of Polyol Esters and Additives which have been specifically 
formulated for a better lubrication, chemical and thermal 
stability and an excellent antiwear protection of all the 
components of Refrigeration Systems working with CO2 
(R744).

By optimizing the miscibility, we obtained an increase in terms 
of heat exchange even in the low temperature zone.

F-ER-OL-POE55CO2-01

Plastic Tank - 250 ml. - Package # 24 pcs

F-ER-OL-POE55CO2-03

Plastic Tank - 1 lt. - Package # 12 pcs

F-ER-OL-POE55CO2-08

Metal Tank -  5 lt. - Package # 2 pcs

F-ER-OL-POE55CO2-09

Metal Tank -  25 lt. - Package # 1 pcs

F-ER-OL-POE55CO2-04

Metal Tank -  1 lt. - Package # 12 pcs

F-ER-OL-POE55CO2-10

Metal Tank 200 liters - Package # 1 pcs

F-ER-OL-POE55CO2-02

Plastic Tank - 500 ml. - Package # 12 pcs

F-ER-OL-POE55CO2-07

Plastic Tank - 5 lt. - Package # 2 pcs

POE 55 CO2

F-ER-OL-POE85CO2-01

Plastic Tank - 250 ml. - Package # 24 pcs

F-ER-OL-POE85CO2-03

Plastic Tank - 1 lt. - Package # 12 pcs

F-ER-OL-POE85CO2-08

Metal Tank -  5 lt. - Package # 2 pcs

F-ER-OL-POE85CO2-09

Metal Tank -  25 lt. - Package # 1 pcs

F-ER-OL-POE85CO2-04

Metal Tank -  1 lt. - Package # 12 pcs

F-ER-OL-POE85CO2-10

Metal Tank 200 liters - Package # 1 pcs

F-ER-OL-POE85CO2-02

Plastic Tank - da 500 ml. - Package # 12 pcs

F-ER-OL-POE85CO2-07

Plastic Tank - 5 lt. - Package # 2 pcs

POE 85 CO2
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EMKARATE® LUBRICANTS 

F-OL-EM-100H-5LT

Carton # 4 cans - 5 liters

F-OL-EM-100H-1LT

Carton # 12 cans - 1 liter

RL100H

F-OL-EM-170H-5LT

Carton # 4 cans - 5 liters

F-OL-EM-170H-1LT

Carton # 12 cans - 1 liter

RL170H

F-OL-EM-22H-1LT

Carton # 12 cans - 1 liter

F-OL-EM-22H-5LT

Carton # 4 cans - 5 liters

RL22H

F-OL-EM-22H-20LT

Metal Tank -  20 lt. - Package # 1 pcs

EMKARATE

Refrigerating systems and motor vehicle air conditioning use 
the following oils:

- Polyol Ester Oils - POE, used with HFC gases;
- Alkylbenzene Oils - ALK, used with mixtures for retrofitting;
- Polyalkyl Glycol Oils - PAG, used with R134a in motor vehicle 
  air conditioning;
- Mineral Oils - MIN, used with HCFC.

Below are the main characteristics of these products: a good 
lubrication in the presence of refrigerating gases; a good 
solubility in cold gas sucked from the compressor; a low vapor
pressure and a low propensity to dragging in hot gas.
The wide range of General Gas products includes all Poe 
Emkarate® Oils. RL “H” Polyol Ester based-lubricants have been 
designed to be used in a range of low temperatures, whereas 
other lubricants fail. The new H-series provides superior 
performances in low temperature applications - 0°C -90°C.
 

Performance:
 
Characteristics of purity of the Poe base and high performance 
of additives developed by Emkarate make these oils one of the 
best product of lubrication for the use with HFC refrigerants.
Emkarate Poe Oils are approved by the major compressor 
manufacturers such as Bitzer, Copeland, Frascold, Dorin and 
Gea Bock.
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F-OL-EM-220H-5LT

Carton # 4 cans - 5 liters

RL220H

F-OL-EM-32-3MAF-1LT

Carton # 12 cans - 1 liter

F-OL-EM-32-3MAF-5LT

Carton # 4 cans - 5 liters

RL32 3MAF

F-OL-EM-32-3MAF20LT

Metal Tank -  20 lt. - Package # 1 pcs

EMKARATE® LUBRICANTS 

F-OL-EM-68HB-20LT

Metal Tank -  20 lt. - Package # 1 pcs

F-OL-EM-68HB-5LT

Carton # 4 cans - 5 liters

RL68HB

F-OL-EM-32H-1LT

Carton # 12 cans - 1 liter

F-OL-EM-32H-200LT

Metal Tank -  200 lt. - Package # 1 pcs

F-OL-EM-32H-5LT

Carton # 4 cans - 5 liters

RL32H

F-OL-EM-32H-20LT

Metal Tank -  20 lt. - Package # 1 pcs

F-OL-EM-46H-1LT

Carton # 12 cans - 1 liter

F-OL-EM-46H-200LT

Metal Tank -  200 lt. - Package # 1 pcs

F-OL-EM-46H-5LT

Carton # 4 cans - 5 liters

RL46H

F-OL-EM-46H-20LT

Metal Tank -  20 lt. - Package # 1 pcs

F-OL-EM-68H-1LT

Carton # 12 cans - 1 liter

F-OL-EM-68H-200LT

Metal Tank -  200 lt. - Package # 1 pcs

F-OL-EM-68H-5LT

Carton # 4 cans - 5 liters

RL68H

F-OL-EM-68H-20LT

Metal Tank -  20 lt. - Package # 1 pcs
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AC/R RESTORING TREATMENT
(KIT ULTRA)
Chemical Eco-Friendly Solutions for Air Conditioning and Refrigeration 
Systems

Complete Treatment Kit:
- No Acid Ultra - 6 ml dose
- Super Dry Ultra - 6 ml dose
- Cool Shot Ultra - 6 ml dose
- Extreme Ultra - 6 ml dose

The 6 ml dose is sufficient to treat R&AC systems
up to 21 kW (6 tons)

ADDITIVES

F-ER-PC-KIT-01

Package # 20 pcs
(no Adapters)

F-ER-PC-KIT-02

Package # 20 pcs
+ Adapters 1/4 SAE e 5/16 SAE + flexible hose

ADAPTERS FOR SYRINGES 
ULTRA SYSTEM 

F-ER-AT-ADA-07

Plastic Adapter R&AC Kit for 
Syringes ULTRA System and 
Dyes (R&AC) - 5/16 SAE - 
Package # 20 Pcs.

F-ER-AT-ADA-06

Plastic Adapter Kit for 
Syringes ULTRA System and 
Dyes - 1/4 SAE - Package # 20 
Pcs

F-ER-AT-ADA-09

Flexible Hose R&AC and AUTO 
for Syringes ULTRA System 
and Dyes - Package # 20 Pcs.

F-ER-AT-ADA-02

Plastic Adapters R&AC Kit for 
Syringes ULTRA System and 
Dyes - 1/4 and 5/16 SAE + 
Flex Adapter - Package # 30 
Kit
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SUPER DRY ULTRA
SUPER DRY ULTRA is the new dehydrating additive, able to prevent the 
formation of moisture and eliminate the one already present in Air 
Conditioning and Refrigeration Systems, avoiding the risk of corrosion and 
freezing in different areas of the System.

Cartridge 6 ml
The 6 ml dose is sufficient to treat R&AC sytems up to 21 kW (6 tons)

F-ER-PC-ADD-03

Package # 30 pcs (no Adapters)

F-ER-PC-ADD-04

Package # 30 pcs
+ Adapters 1/4 SAE e 5/16 SAE + Flexible

NO ACID ULTRA
Acid Neutralizer for Air Conditioning and Refrigeration Systems
NO-ACID ULTRA is the new neutralizer that completely eliminates acid 
residues in Air Conditioning and Refrigeration Systems and reduces the 
level of moisture.

Cartridge 6 ml.
The 6 ml dose is sufficient to treat R&AC sytems up to 21 kW (6 tons)

F-ER-PC-NOA-01

Package # 30 pcs (no Adapters)

F-ER-PC-NOA-02

Package # 30 pcs
+ Adapters 1/4 SAE + 5/16 SAE + Flexible

COOL-SHOT ULTRA
COOL-SHOT ULTRA is a Synthetic Catalyst that improves the efficiency of 
Air Conditioning and Refrigeration Systems, reducing the energy 
consumption and CO2 emissions.

Cartridge 6 ml
The 6 ml dose is sufficient to treat R&AC sytems up to 21 kW (6 tons)

F-ER-PC-ADD-01

Package # 30 pcs (no Adapters)

F-ER-PC-ADD-02

Package # 30 pcs
+ Adapters 1/4 SAE + 5/16 SAE + Flexible

ADDITIVES
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EXTERNAL
External Leak Stop for Leakages up to 5 mm.

EXTERNAL is a leak stop suitable for any material.

It effectively seals all types of leaks up to 5 mm.

Specifically designed to be inert to all kinds of lubricants and refrigerant 
gases, EXTERNAL does not react to temperature changes.

F-ER-PC-TUR-05

Package # 60 pcs

F-ER-PC-TUR-09

Package # 30 pcs

EXTERNAL P 
External Leak Stop for Plastic Components for leaks up to 5 mm.

EXTERNAL P is a Leak Stop that attaches to all types of plastics 
effectively sealing all types of leaks up to 5 mm.

Specifically designed to be inert and to resist if in contact with all thermal 
solutions, EXTERNAL P has a good elasticity and therefore adapts to the 
expansion of the pipe.

F-ER-PC-TUR-06

Package # 60 pcs

FIXQUICK
FixQuick - Ultra-fast UV Fluorescent Leak Stop – repairs in 30 seconds 
leaks up to 1 mm. in diameter (seal guaranteed up to 50 bar and 250 °C) 
Package with 30 pcs.

FixQuick is the new ultra-fast leak stop by Errecom, specifically formula-
ted to repair in max 30 seconds leaks up to 1 mm in diameter on flat and 
curved surfaces.

It can be used on metals and plastic components of AC/R systems. Its 
fluorescent formulation allows to easily check the status of the performed 
fixing using a UV lamp and to identify any previous repairs.

LEAK STOPPERS
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 EXTREME ULTRA
Leak Stop for Air Conditioning and Refrigeration Systems

EXTREME ULTRA is a leak stop which represents the evolution of Extreme, 
with a higher effectiveness that has allowed the reduction of the dosage 
to be used within the system.

Specifically designed to permanently repair micro leaks both in rubber and 
metal parts of a system, EXTREME ULTRA guarantees the total reparation 
of leaks up to 0.3 mm.

Cartridge 6 ml

F-ER-PC-TUR-01

Package # 30 pcs
(no Adapters)

F-ER-PC-TUR-02

Package # 30 pcs
+ Adapters 1/4 SAE e 5/16 SAE + Flexible

EXTREME WHITE ULTRA
Leak Stop for Refrigeration Systems with R600a and R290

EXTREME WHITE ULTRA Leak Stop is the evolution of Extreme White: its 
particles, more effective, allow to insert only half of the volume of the 
previous version.

EXTREME WHITE ULTRA is the optimal solution to permanently fix micro 
leaks in both rubber and metal parts of a system. Its formulation has been 
specifically designed and tested for refrigeration systems with R600 and 
R290.

Cartridge 6 ml

F-ER-PC-TUR-03

Package # 30 pcs
(no Adapters)

F-ER-PC-TUR-04

Package # 30 pcs
+ Adapters 1/4 SAE e 5/16 SAE + Flexible

LEAK STOPPERS
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SEALUP
The AC/R Universal Joint Sealant

SEALUP is the universal sealant essential to eliminate any leakage 
between the threads, the gaskets and the joints.

SEALUP creates a flexible and resistant film that allows the reopening of 
the joint.

Caution: it must be applied on a clean surface to ensure maximum 
adhesion. For cleaning and the subsequent removal we recommend the 
usage of Thor, the Errecom spray.

50 ml Tube.

F-ER-PC-TUR-07

Package # 30 pcs

THOR 
Preparative and sealant removing spray

THOR is a fundamental product with a dual function, to be used in 
combination with any kind of sealant.

It removes grease and any residue from the processing points of the 
system, cleaning them deeply so that thet are ready to be treated with 
sealants such as SealUp.

It does not only improve the sealant performance, but THOR also 
increases the action speed.

200 ml Aerosol Can.

F-ER-PC-TUR-08

Package # 24 pcs

LEAK STOPPERS
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F-AF-AL-KIT-N2-RAC

F-AF-AL-KIT-N2H2RAC

LEAK DETECTION

K-LEAK TESTER N2
Leak testing kit with nitrogen for R&A/C Systems

K-Leak Testers is an essential equipment that allows the pressurization of 
refrigeration and air conditioning systems; it works by simulating the 
operating pressure reached by RAC systems, while working at the 
standard conditions.

The kit is supplied with the following items:

- Plastic case
- Flexible tube with ball valve and pressure gauge 
  (with colour coded sections)
- Flexible tube 1 mt. (yellow) – 4000 psi
- Adapter ¼” SAE female – 5/16” SAE male
- Adapter ¼” SAE male – 5/16” female
- Nitrogen pressure regulator (outlet pressure max 50 bar)
- Nitrogen cylinder G-TEC N2 – capacity 0,95 lts.
  gas contents 105 Nlt./121 gr.
- Plastic base for cylinder capacity 0,95 lts.
- Carton box
- Instruction

K-LEAK TESTER N2H2
Leak Testing kit N2/H2 for Refrigeration & A/C Systems
 
K-Leak Testers is an essential equipment that allows the pressurization of 
refrigeration and air conditioning systems; it works by simulating the 
operating pressure reached by RAC systems, while working at the 
standard conditions.

The kit is supplied with the following items:

- Plastic case
- Flexible tube with ball valve and pressure gauge
  (with colour coded sections)
- Flexible tube 1 mt. (yellow) – 4000 psi
- Adapter ¼” SAE female – 5/16” SAE male
- Adapter ¼” SAE male – 5/16” female
- Nitrogen pressure regulator (outlet pressure max 50 bar)
- Nitrogen cylinder G-TEC N2/H2 5% – capacity 0,95 lts.
  gas contents 105 Nlt./114 gr.
- Plastic base for cylinder capacity 0,95 lts.
- Carton box
- Instructions
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LEAK DETECTION

NITROGEN/HYDROGEN 5%
CYLINDER G-MIX FOR LEAK TEST
G-Mix Nitrogen Hydrogen is a blend of Nitrogen (95%) and Hydrogen (5%), pressurized 
at 110 bar, stored into 0,95 liters cylinders

Applications

G-Mix Nitrogen Hydrogen is employed for pressurization of small air conditioning, 
refrigeration, automotive and hydraulic systems for leak detection by using Hydrogen 
detectors

G-NITROGEN 
CYLINDER 0,95 LT / 0,105 CUM
G-Nitrogen is pressurized nitrogen at 110 bar, stored into 0,95 liters cylinders. Nitrogen 
at standard atmospheric conditions (15°C e 760mm Hg) is a colourless, odourless and 
flavourless gas, present in earth atmosphere in high concentration (78,08 %). 

Applications

- Testing pressurization of circuits and other systems.
- Flushing of copper pipes during braze welding to prevent internal oxidation.

Package # 12 pcs

G-GTX-N2H2-0,95L-12

Package # 6 pcs

G-GTX-N2H2-0,95L-6

G-GTX-AZ-B-0,95L-12G-GTX-AZ-B-0,95L-6

Package # 12 pcsPackage # 6 pcs
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LEAK DETECTION

F-AF-AL-KIT-N2-06

Pressure Regulator Nitrogen and blend 
Nitrogen/Hydrogen 5% (outlet pressure max 

50 bar)

G-GTX-N2H2-5L

Kryon® HydroCheck - 
Refillable cylinder 5 lt. / 200 bar

F-AF-AL-KIT-N2-03

Pressure gauge for leak detection (with colour 
coded sections), fitted with flexible tube and ball 

valve

KRYON® HYDROCHECK
high pressure cylinder filled with nitrogen + 5% hydrogen blend for 
leak checking - 5 lt 200 bar - capacity 1 cum (1.000 liters of blend), 
complete with valve

Cylinder compliant legislation 99/36 / EC (TPED).
 
Filled with 1 cum (1000 liters) of nitrogen + 5% hydrogen blend for leak 
checking
 
Inner surface treated with peening process, outer surface coated with a 
primer layer, punching and testing in accordance with regulatory 
requirements.
 
Working pressure 200 bar, test pressure 300 bar.
 
Fitted with outlet valve N2 - UNI 11144 – female dia. 21,7 mm. x 1/14" RH
 
Cylinder and valve made in Italy.
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F-PC-RE-FIN-12

Package # 12 pcs - 1 lt.

F-ER-PC-DYE-BBF-02

Package # 6 pcs - 1 lt.

G-FIND
 
Chemical Products "Ready" by GeneralGas Kryon® Chemical Solutions.

G-Find, non foaming surfactant product, ready to use, in trigger plastic 
bottle capacity 1 liter.
 
Particularly suitable for:
Leak detection (refrigeration and air conditioning systems)

BEST BUBBLES FLUO 

Fluorescent Micro Leak Detector
 
BEST BUBBLES FLUO is a quick and easy solution to identify leakage on 
refrigerator lines and components of Refrigeration and Air Conditioning 
systems even in situations of poor visibility as it becomes fluorescent 
when exposed to a UV light

LEAK DETECTION
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ELECTRONIC LEAK DETECTION

IMPORTANT: the instrument is supplied already provided with 
a calibration certificate, issued by an accredited laboratory.

IMPORTANT: the instrument is supplied already provided with 
a calibration certificate, issued by an accredited laboratory.

INFICON D-TEK STRATUS®

Refrigerant Leak Detector and Portable Monitor: find 
Profit-Crushing Leaks in No Time

D-TEK Stratus combines the superior leak detection of INFICON D-TEK 
leak detectors with the cloud hunting capability of a portable monitor all in 
one hand-held unit. 

Quickly locate the area containing the leak using the large, easy-to-read 
LCD display, and then pinpoint the leak all with one instrument! 

D-TEK Stratus is the next big thing in refrigerant leak detection.

F-AF-AC-INFDTEK-01

F-ER-AT-DYE-02

ELECTRONIC LEAK DETECTOR
FOR REFRIGERANT GASES
Electronic device specifically designed to detect the gas mixture of 
Hydrogen H2 (5%) / Nitrogen N2 (95%) and all Refrigerant Gases R134a 
- R410a - R407c - R1234yf - R32 R404 - R502 - R600 - R290.

The leak detector is equipped with a heating sensor and a microproces-
sor which guarantees a very precise and accurate signal.

- Semiconductor heated sensor
- 40 cm stainless flexible probe
- Operating temperatures from 0 to 40 °C
- 3 sensitivity levels
- Leak detection indicator with 7 LED tricoloured visual scale
- Meets SAE J1627 CE regulations
- Power source: 2 x C alkaline batteries
- Battery charger 3.3 V/0.5 A
- Plastic Case for storage and transport
- Weight: 418 g (battery included).
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ELECTRONIC LEAK DETECTION

IMPORTANT: the instrument is supplied already provided with 
a calibration certificate, issued by an accredited laboratory.

F-AF-AC-INFDTEK-06F-AF-AC-INFDTEK-05

Infrared sensor to detect CO2 refrigeration 
leakages; to be used with Inficon D-TEK STRATUS 
and D-TEK 3 (leak detector not included), as an 
alternative to refrigerant gas sensor for CFCs, 
HCFCs, HFCs and HFOs.

CO2 INFRARED SENSOR FOR CO2 
REFRIGERATION GRADE 
Original part Inficon - CO2 sensor - code 724-701-G2

Infrared sensor to detect HFCs, HFOs, HCFCs, CFCs; 
to be used with Inficon D-TEK STRATUS and D-TEK 3.

Original part Inficon - CO2 sensor - code 724-701-G1

INFRARED SENSOR 
FOR HFC AND HFO 
To be used with leak detectors Inficon D-TEK STRATUS 
and D-TEK 3

INFICON D-TEK 3
Refrigerant Leak Detector - sensitivity 1 gram/year

D-TEK 3 builds on the proven performance of D-TEK leak detectors with 
added features to help you get your job done faster.

An easy-to-change sensor, quick charge lithium ion battery, and a new 
ergonomic design make D-TEK 3 a versatile tool for everyday RAC 
maintenance and repair.

Plus, a new optional CO2 sensor gives you two instruments in one. 
Upgrade your toolbox with this accurate and reliable leak detector.

F-AF-AC-INFDTEK-04
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ELECTRONIC LEAK DETECTION

FIELDPIECE USA - DR82
Infrared Refrigerant Leak Detector - sensitivity 1 gram/year - 
Calibration Report included

Features:

- 10-year sensor life
- Doesn’t trigger on soap bubbles and oil
- Compact – designed to fit in your hand
- Multiple alarms
- LED lighted tip and loud beep help find leaks in noisy
   and dark environments
- Sensitivity better than 0.03 oz/yr (1g/a)
- Ruggedized and IP54-certified
- 10-hour battery charge
- Bright blue, back-lit LCD screen with clear numerical 
   leak size indicator and bar graph
- Non-conductive, sturdy probe that stays where you want it.
- Weighs less than a pound
- Works on A2L Refrigerants

FIELDPIECE USA - DR58
Heated Diode Refrigerant Leak Detector - sensitivity 1 gram/year - 
Calibration Report included

Features:

- Ruggedized and IP54-certified body
- Compact to fit in your hand
- Bright, backlit LCD screen shows bar graph and numeric readings
- Heated diode sensor 300 hour life, typical
- Dual audible and visual alarms – turn the beep on or off when you want
- LED lighted tip and loud beep help find leaks in noisy
   and dark environments
- 18-hour USB rechargeable battery
- Numerical Leak Size Indicator with Bar Graph
- Non-conductive, sturdy probe stays where you want it
- Weighs less than a pound
- Full control – Automatic Zero, Manual Zero and Mute functions
- Works on A2L Refrigerants

F-AF-AC-FP-DR82EUR

F-AF-AC-FP-DR58EUR

IMPORTANT: the instrument is supplied already provided with 
a calibration certificate, issued by an accredited laboratory.

IMPORTANT: the instrument is supplied already provided with 
a calibration certificate, issued by an accredited laboratory.
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ELECTRONIC LEAK DETECTION

FIELDPIECE USA - SCL2
Infrared CO2 R744 (carbon dioxide) Leak Detector
- sensitivity 6 grams/year

Features:

- Find R-744 refrigerant leaks
- Long-life sensor made to last up to ten years
- Three sensitivity levels down to 6g (0.2oz) per year
- Senses change: works in contaminated environments
- Rechargeable lithium ion battery with two chargers

F-AF-AC-FP-SCL2
IMPORTANT: the instrument is supplied already provided with 
a calibration certificate, issued by an accredited laboratory.
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INSTRUMENT AND EQUIPMENT FOR HVACR SYSTEM

F-AF-AL-TEST-R422

F-AF-AL-TEST-R407F-AF-AL-TEST-R134

F-AF-AL-TEST-R410

K-TESTER R 407C
 Tester for A/C Systems with R407C

K-TESTER R 422D
 Tester for A/C Systems with R422D

K-TESTER
K-Tester is used during the first installation of Automotive systems 
operating with R&AC. 

Through the coloured full scale of manometer it is possible to verify the 
quantity of refrigerant which is inside the system.

K-TESTER R 410A-R32
Tester for A/C Systems with R410A and R32

K-TESTER R 134A
 Tester for A/C Systems with R134a
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http://www.generalgas.eu/scheda-prodotto/k-tester-r-134a-tester-per-impianti-ac-r-con-r134a.html
http://www.generalgas.eu/scheda-prodotto/k-tester-r-407c-tester-per-impianti-ac-r-con-r407c.html
http://www.generalgas.eu/scheda-prodotto/k-tester-r-422d-tester-per-impianti-ac-r-con-r422d.html
http://www.generalgas.eu/scheda-prodotto/k-tester-r-410a-tester-per-impianti-ac-con-r410a.html


CHARGING AND RECOVERY OF REFRIGERANTS

FIELDPIECE USA - MR45INT
Digital Recovery Machine 1 HP - 0,75 Kw

Starts and runs easily with lower voltage. Minimizes liquid slugging 
and maximizes vapor recovery. Easy access ports. Water resistant to 
withstand direct rain - R32 Ready.

The Fieldpiece MR45 recovery machine has onboard system 
monitoring that adjusts motor performance to handle liquid and run 
twice as fast on vapor. 

MR45 also steps up low voltage at the power plug to deliver full power 
to the motor where high voltage drop is a problem. With a powerful 
1HP motor and super-sized condenser, this machine excels on longer 
and hotter jobs. 
The easy-to-read display, lightweight (22lbs), straight hose connection 
ports, and single dial make this machine user-friendly while being 
tough enough for everyday use, even in the rain.

F-AF-RE-REDIG-001
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http://www.generalgas.eu/scheda-prodotto/fieldpiece-usa-mr45int-recuperatore-gas-refrigerante-digitale-da-1-hp.html


CHARGING AND RECOVERY OF REFRIGERANTS

F-AF-SM-BILELT-001
IMPORTANT: the instrument is supplied already provided with 
a calibration certificate, issued by an accredited laboratory.

FIELDPIECE USA - SRS3
Wireless Refrigerant Scale - max load 114 kg (252 lbs)

Wireless connection to both Job Link® System App* and wireless 
manifolds (SM380V & SM480V). 114 kgs - 252 lbs - Water resistant
200 hour platform battery life.

The SRS3 Wireless Refrigerant Scale combines modern wireless 
electronics and rugged materials to perform at the high level you demand. 
The platform is made of thick aluminum to maintain accuracy over the life 
of the product. Rubber pad and bumpers cushion both the tank and the 
scale itself. A new wireless protocol sends platform measurements to 
both the included remote display and the Fieldpiece Job Link® System 
Mobile App. Weight measurements can also be viewed wirelessly on the 
SM380V and SM480V refrigerant manifolds.

Platform electronics are sealed to block the occasional moisture seen 
from rain and splashing. Hang the remote display from a condenser or 
anywhere metallic and easy to see. The magnetic folding hat holds it right 
where you put it.

F-AF-RE-FILDIS-002F-AF-RE-FILDIS-001

FILTER-DRYER
(MOLECULAR SIEVE)
mod. SC032MM PLUS - Made in Italy 

FILTER-DRYER (MOLECULAR SIEVE) WITH 
HUMIDITY SIGH GLASS INDICATO
mod. SCMI032MM PLUS - Made in Italy
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http://www.generalgas.eu/scheda-prodotto/fieldpiece-usa-srs3-bilancia-wireless-per-gas-refrigerante-portata-114-kg.html
https://www.generalgas.eu/scheda-prodotto/filtro-disidratatore-a-setacci-molecolari.html
https://www.generalgas.eu/scheda-prodotto/filtro-disidratatore-a-setacci-molecolari-con-indicatore-di-umidita-mod-scmi032mm-plus.html


VACUUM PUMPS

F-AF-PV-VPX7INT-001

FIELDPIECE USA - VP67 INT
High quality vacuum pump, high performances - 170 
liters/minute (10,2 cum/hour) - vacuum degree 2 x10(-2) mbar 
- 0,02 mbar/2 Pa/15 micron

- 170 liters/min. (10,2 cum/hour - 6 CFM) flow rate with 
   15 microns ultimate vacuum
- ½ HP AC motor
- RunQuick™ Oil Change System offers on-the-fly oil change in seconds
- Backlit oil reservoir – allows you to view condition of oil and system
- Extra oil bottle storage
- Port Sizes: (1) 1/4”, (2) 3/8”, (1) 1/2” for easy hose connections
- Sturdy base stays upright
- Small footprint – 1,346 cubic inches
- Quarter-turn gas ballast with LED indicator
- Convenient, removable cord storage

F-AF-PV-VP67INT-001

FIELDPIECE USA - VPX7 INT
High quality vacuum pump, high performances - 283 
liters/minute (17,0 cum/hour) - vacuum degree 2 x10(-2) mbar 
- 0,02 mbar/2 Pa/15 micron

- 283 litres/min. 10 CFM flow rate with 15 microns ultimate vacuum
- ¾ HP DC motor
- Weighs 13,2 kg (24 lbs.)
- Patented lightest weight pump
- RunQuick™ Oil Change System offers on-the-fly oil changes in seconds
- Backlit oil reservoir – allows you to view the condition 
   of your oil and system
- Extra oil bottle storage
- Port Sizes: (1) 1/4”, (2) 3/8”, (1) 1/2” for easy hose connections
- Sturdy base stays upright
- Quarter-turn gas ballast with LED indicator
- Convenient, removable cord storage
- Error messages: indicate wrong power source or other errors
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https://www.generalgas.eu/scheda-prodotto/duplicato-fieldpiece-usa-vpx7-int-pompa-per-vuoto-283-litri-minuto-17-0-mc-ora-alta-qualita-elevate-prestazioni-grado-di-vuoto-2-x10-2-mbar-0-02-mbar-2-pa-15-micron.html
https://www.generalgas.eu/scheda-prodotto/fieldpiece-usa-vp67-int-pompa-per-vuoto-170-litri-minuto-10-2-mc-ora-alta-qualita-elevate-prestazioni-grado-di-vuoto-2-x10-2-mbar-0-02-mbar-2-pa-15-micron.html


HIGH VACUUM SPECIFIC HOSES AND FITTINGS KIT

TruBlue Starter XL Kit by Accutools USA - 
Hi Perfomance Hose for Vacuum Pumps - 
internal diameter ¾ (with adapters and 
accessories)

F-AF-PV-TUBVUO-002

TRUBLUE ADVANCED KIT 
BY ACCUTOOLS USA
These hoses are freaky fast! TruBlu hose has a 3/4" internal diameter 
delivering 453 liters/minute (16 CFM) of conductance speed at 1,000 
microns. Evacuate 80x faster than 1/4" I.D. hoses and up to 6x faster 
than other “vacuum rated” hoses on the market today. 

TruBlue Advanced Kit by Accutools USA - 
2 pcs. Hi Perfomance Hoses for Vacuum 
Pumps HVACR - internal diameter ¾ (with 
adapters and accessories)

F-AF-PV-TUBVUO-001

The TruBlu hose is extremely tough, ultra-smooth bored, yet the 
flexible wire reinforced PVC means it just won’t kink or collapse. 
TruBlu is resistant to abrasion and crushing and can be knocked back 
to round if accidently flattened. Additionally, the UV compounding has 
excellent weather resistance to provide years of reliable service.

F-AF-PV-OILQUA-001

FIELDPIECE USA - OIL32 
Oil specific to vacuum pumps
(optimized for superior performances) 

Single package 946 ml.
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https://www.generalgas.eu/scheda-prodotto/trublue-advanced-kit-accutools-usa-kit-tubazione-per-pompe-vuoto-ad-elevate-prestazioni-diametro-interno-con-adattatori.html
https://www.generalgas.eu/scheda-prodotto/trublue-starter-xl-kit-by-accutools-usa-kit-tubazione-per-pompe-vuoto-ad-elevate-prestazioni-diametro-interno-con-adattatori-e-accessori.html
http://www.generalgas.eu/scheda-prodotto/fieldpiece-usa-oil32-olio-per-pompe-vuoto-ottimizzato-per-prestazioni-eccellenti-confezione-da-946-ml.html


FIELDPIECE USA - SM480V INT
Wireless 4-Port SMAN® Refrigerant Manifold and Micron Gauge

Knowledge, power and experience are packed into the newly designed 
SMAN® Refrigerant Manifolds.  Years of feedback from A/C and 
refrigeration specialists is combined with Fieldpiece’s laser focus on 
continuous improvement to bring you the toughest, most advanced digital 
refrigerant manifold on the market.

From the extremely rugged overmold casing, reinforced hook, and 
hermetically sealed sight glass, to the wireless capabilities, data logging, 
and tightness test, the SM480V is built so you can do your job easier, 
faster and better.

The new SM480V is simply strong.  The heavy duty casing, reinforced 
hook, water resistance, impact resistant screen, strategically placed 
thermocouple ports, and hermetically sealed sight glass, all ensure the 
SMANs are ready to withstand the rigors of field use.

F-AF-GM-GM-001

ELECTRONIC INSTRUMENTATION FOR DIAGNOSIS OF R&AC SYSTEMS

FIELDPIECE USA - JL3KR4
Job Link® System Probes Charge Kit

Quick system checks just got quicker.

Wireless range of 106 meters

Directly connects to mobile device with Job Link System App
Fast accurate temps with new Rapid Rail technology
Pressures auto calibrate at any elevation
Great for critically charged systems

Connect two pressure probes and two pipe temperature clamps to 
immediately see system charge on your Job Link® System mobile app. 
Easily determine if unit is running properly, or if troubleshooting is 
needed. All measurements can be sent up to 350’ away directly your 
mobile device. Each tool is designed for agility and speed. The pressure 
probe fits into tight spaces. The pipe clamp uses a new Rapid Rail™ sensor 
design to deliver accuracy, speed, and agility, even on the most awkward 
pipe configurations. Do more with Job Link probes!

F-AF-GM-KTPRTM-001

IMPORTANT: the instrument is supplied already provided with 
a calibration certificate, issued by an accredited laboratory.
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http://www.generalgas.eu/scheda-prodotto/fieldpiece-usa-sm480v-gruppo-manometrico-digitale-sman-a-4-porte-wireless-e-misuratore-di-vuoto.html
http://www.generalgas.eu/scheda-prodotto/fieldpiece-usa-jl3kr4-kit-di-verifica-pressione-temperatura-sistema-wireless-job-link.html


ELECTRONIC INSTRUMENTATION FOR DIAGNOSIS OF R&AC SYSTEMS

JOB LINK WIRELESS PROBES

Easy to use, long range, powerful; Job Link probes allows you to 
get a complete snapshot quickly and easily.

Each model is designed to offer agility and speed.

The pipe clamp uses a new Rapid Rail thermocouple which 
ensures accuracy, speed and agility even with the largest pipe 
structures.

All probes are expandable for multi-circuit systems.

FIELDPIECE USA
TC48
Job Link® System 
Wired Large Pipe Clamp Probe

F-AF-GM-TRTE-003

FIELDPIECE USA
JL3RH
Job Link® System 
Flex Psychrometer Probe

FIELDPIECE USA
JL3PR
Job Link® System 
Pressure Probe

F-AF-GM-TRTE-002

FIELDPIECE USA
JL3LC
Job Link® System 
 Premium Large Pipe Clamp Probe

FIELDPIECE USA
JL3PC
Job Link® System 
Premium Pipe Clamp Probe

F-AF-GM-TRUM-002

F-AF-GM-TRUM-001F-AF-GM-TRTE-001
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http://www.generalgas.eu/scheda-prodotto/fieldpiece-jl3rh-trasduttore-di-umidita-sistema-wireless-job-link.html
http://www.generalgas.eu/scheda-prodotto/fieldpiece-jl3pr-sonda-di-pressione-sistema-wireless-job-link.html
http://www.generalgas.eu/scheda-prodotto/fieldpiece-jl3pc-trasduttore-di-temperatura-per-tubo-da-1-4-fino-a-3-8-sistema-wireless-job-link.html
https://www.generalgas.eu/scheda-prodotto/fieldpiece-usa-jl3lc-trasduttore-di-temperatura-per-tubo-da-3-4-fino-a-4-sistema-wireless-job-link.html
https://www.generalgas.eu/scheda-prodotto/fieldpiece-usa-tc48-trasduttore-di-temperatura-cablato-per-tubo-da-3-4-fino-a-4.html


TESTO SMART PROBES
AC & refrigeration test kit 2 x testo 549i high-pressure measuring 
instrument 2 x testo 115i clamp thermometer

The compact AC & refrigeration test kit contains the testo 549i 
high-pressure measuring instrument as well as the testo 115i clamp 
thermometer (two of each).

In conjunction with a smartphone or tablet, the refrigeration kit is ideally 
suited to servicing and troubleshooting on air conditioning and 
refrigeration systems, as well as their installation.

They also make it considerably easier to work on measuring points that 
are a long distance apart, thanks to wireless connection to a smartphone 
or tablet.

Finally, the measurement data report can be emailed directly as a pdf or 
Excel file.

F-AF-GM-KTPRTM-002

ELECTRONIC INSTRUMENTATION FOR DIAGNOSIS OF R&AC SYSTEMS

TESTO 557S
Digital manifold with Bluetooth and 4-way valve block (compatible 
with system Testo SmartApp) - included 2 temperature probes + 1 
vacuum probe, wireless

Testo 557s digital manifold with 4-way valve block enables you to carry 
out your measurements on refrigeration and air conditioning systems and 
heat pumps particularly fast.

Stored programs guide you through the measurement and enable the 
automatic determination of numerous important system parameters such 
as superheat, pressure drop test or evacuation.

Thanks to the testo 552i Bluetooth vacuum probe included in the kit, the 
testo 557, as the the first manifold ever, makes wireless vacuum 
measurement possible. Bluetooth probes for temperature, pressure and 
humidity can be easily connected directly to the instrument and offer 
maximum flexibility in their application.

In conjunction with the testo Smart App, you can take care of digital 
documentation directly on site.

F-AF-GM-GM-TE01
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http://www.generalgas.eu/scheda-prodotto/testo-557s-gruppo-manometrico-digitale-con-bluetooth-e-blocco-valvole-a-quattro-vie-compatibile-con-sistema-testo-smartapp.html
http://www.generalgas.eu/scheda-prodotto/testo-smart-probes-kit-refrigerazione-per-verifica-pressione-e-temperatura-2-misuratori-di-alta-pressione-testo-549i-2-termometri-a-pinza-testo-115i.html


FIELDPIECE USA - SC680 INT
Wireless Power Clamp Meter (wireless Job Link)

Whether you’re working on small circuitry in mini-splits or on large 
commercial units, the new SC680 is packed with everything you need to 
install, service, and troubleshoot any HVACR system.

The SC680 is the top of the line clamp meter with wireless functionality 
for the HVACR professional. Send your electrical measurements directly 
to the Job Link® System mobile app. Leave the meter behind a closed 
blower door and view the current measurement on your mobile device.

Help determine system efficiency by directly measuring power 
consumption (W) of the system. Use this value to inform your customer of 
energy saving measures you can take to help them save money on their 
energy bills.

F-AF-SM-PINAMP-001

ELECTRONIC INSTRUMENTATION FOR DIAGNOSIS OF R&AC SYSTEMS

IMPORTANT: the instrument is supplied already provided with 
a calibration certificate, issued by an accredited laboratory.

FIELDPIECE USA - SC260 INT 
Professional Power Clamp Meter - Calibration report included

The SC260 Compact Clamp Meter is a great meter for testing HVACR 
electrical measurements.  

It includes True RMS measurements so you can test variable frequency 
drives more accurately, along with temperature in both Fahrenheit and 
Celsius.  

The SC260 also features a backlight display for reading measurements in 
poorly lit places, and a sturdy swivel magnet for hands free 
measurements.

F-AF-SM-PINAMP-003
IMPORTANT: the instrument is supplied already provided with 
a calibration certificate, issued by an accredited laboratory.
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http://www.generalgas.eu/scheda-prodotto/fieldpiece-usa-sc680-pinza-amperometrica-wireless-professionale.html
https://www.generalgas.eu/scheda-prodotto/fieldpiece-usa-sc260-int-pinza-amperometrica-professionale.html


ELECTRONIC INSTRUMENTATION FOR DIAGNOSIS OF R&AC SYSTEMS

F-AF-SM-MEGGER-001

FIELDPIECE USA - MG44
Digital Professional Micron Vacuum Gauge (wireless JobLink 
system) - measuring range 0-25.000 micron (0-3.333 Pascal, 
0-33 mbar) - Calibration Report included

Like every piece of Fieldpiece hardware, the Wireless Vacuum Gauge (MG44) is 
built to make your work easier. 

It helps eliminate misleading measurements by allowing you to connect it at 
the system port  – even those awkward, hard-to-reach spots. 

It’s also housed in a rugged impact- and weather-resistant case.

F-AF-MV-VACDIG-002

FIELDPIECE USA - SIG1 
Gun Style IR Thermometer

Among our most popular IR thermometers the SIG2 Gun-Style 
Thermometer features a 10:1 field of view. A bright blue backlight and 
laser guide make taking fast and accurate temperature readings easier, 
better and faster.

The SIG1 comes with a protective lens cap and body wrap. It works faster 
than thermistor-based temperature instruments and has a range of -30 °C 
to 550 °C (-22 °F to 1022 °F).

Includes Auto-Power Off to conserve battery life.

FIELDPIECE USA - SMG5 
Digital Megohm Meter - Evaluate Compressor Insulation, Helps to 
Predict Compressor Failure.

The Fieldpiece Digital Megohm Meter, model SMG5, is a compact 
standalone meter designed for checking HVAC compressor insulation. The 
SMG5 provides a 1000V voltage source, monitors current, and displays the 
resistance between the test points. Maximum current output is <1mA. 

It can be used to determine the condition of insulation from winding to 
ground in a motor, compressor, or transformer. Includes a case, alligator 
clip lead tip and leads with removable tips.

IMPORTANT: the instrument is supplied already provided with 
a calibration certificate, issued by an accredited laboratory.

F-AF-SM-TEMINF-001
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http://www.generalgas.eu/scheda-prodotto/fieldpiece-usa-sig1-termometro-a-pistola-a-raggi-infrarossi-con-laser.html
http://www.generalgas.eu/scheda-prodotto/fieldpiece-usa-smg5-megaohmmetro.html
https://www.generalgas.eu/scheda-prodotto/fieldpiece-usa-mg44-vacuometro-professionale-wireless-sistema-joblink-intervallo-di-misura-0-25-000-micron-0-3-333-pascal-0-33-mbar.html


Package # 12 pcs. - 600 ml

F-ER-PC-PUR-27

Package # 1 pcs. - 10 L

F-ER-PC-PUE-09

Package # 2 pcs. - 5 L

F-ER-PC-PUE-08

Package # 6 pcs. - 1 L

F-ER-PC-PUE-07

DISINFECTION

Purifying Treatment for Interiors - Disinfectant registered in 
Germany (N° 69547)

INTERIOR PURIFIER PRO is a purifying treatment for interiors and 
surfaces. It removes contaminants and particles leaving a pleasant 
fragrance.

Wear gloves, protective goggles and face mask to purify rooms 
maximum sized 70 m2 - 160 m3 (houses, offices, shops, restaurants, 
cinema, classrooms, canteens) or up to 3 cockpits (vehicles, buses, 
emergency vehicles, vans, train and tube wagons, aircraft cabins etc) in 
just 30 seconds and with a simple gesture.

The powerful jet of the 600 ml aerosol can, sprays 20 ml / second.
With this power, the air is completely saturated within 30 seconds 
allowing the molecules to evenly spread in all the surfaces.

INTERIOR PURIFIER PRO is a product suitable for the HACCP plan, 
therefore, it can be used in presence of food.

LUXEDO
Purifiying treatment for Surfaces and Evaporators - Ready to 
Use - Disinfectant registered in Germany (N-69541)

The Scented Revitalizing Treatment for Evaporators LUXEDO is a 
perfumed product of rapid application and effectiveness for the 
complete maintenance of indoor units.

Removes organic residues and dirt accumulated over time, slowing 
down even its new formation; it also has an intense sanitising action.

LUXEDO is not aggressive for the surfaces and can be frequently used 
to keep the efficiency of the air conditioning system.
It is safe for the operator and leaves a pleasant fragrance of 
cleanliness.

It is suitable for the HACCP plan.

INTERIOR PURIFIER PRO
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http://www.generalgas.eu/scheda-prodotto/igienizzante-profumato-per-superfici-ed-evaporatori-pronto-all-uso-luxedo-disinfettante-registrato-in-germania-n69541-10-litri-confezione-n-1-pz.html
http://www.generalgas.eu/scheda-prodotto/trattamento-igienizzante-spray-per-ambienti-interior-purifier-pro-disinfettante-registrato-in-germania-n69547-600-ml-confezione-n-12-pz.html
http://www.generalgas.eu/scheda-prodotto/igienizzante-profumato-per-superfici-ed-evaporatori-pronto-all-uso-luxedo-disinfettante-registrato-in-germania-n69541-5-litri-confezione-n-2-pz.html
http://www.generalgas.eu/scheda-prodotto/igienizzante-profumato-per-superfici-ed-evaporatori-pronto-all-uso-luxedo-spray-disinfettante-registrato-in-germania-n69541-1-litro-confezione-n-6-pz.html


INTERIOR PURIFIER

F-ER-PC-PUR-07 F-ER-PC-PUR-08 F-ER-PC-PUR-09 F-ER-PC-PUR-10 F-ER-PC-PUR-11 F-ER-PC-PUR-12F-ER-PC-PUR-06

Purifying Treatment for Interiors – NO BIOCIDE

INTERIOR PURIFIER is a treatment that purifies the air inside a room. It removes various contaminants from the air and leaves a 
pleasant scent. Its continuous flow fills up the environment without wetting or leaving any kind of residue.

Air pollutants are captured by INTERIOR PURIFIER molecules and dragged to the ground without any possibility of release.

Package # 30 pcs Package # 30 pcs Package # 30 pcs Package # 30 pcs Package # 30 pcs Package # 30 pcs Package # 30 pcs

DISINFECTION

MINT TALC STRAWBERRY PEACH LEMON VANILLA GREEN APPLE
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http://www.generalgas.eu/scheda-prodotto/trattamento-igienizzante-per-interni-no-biocide-interior-purifier-menta-disinfettante-registrato-in-germania-n69547-100-ml-confezione-n-30-pz.html
http://www.generalgas.eu/scheda-prodotto/trattamento-igienizzante-per-interni-no-biocide-interior-purifier-mela-verde-disinfettante-registrato-in-germania-n69547-100-ml-confezione-n-30-pz.html
http://www.generalgas.eu/scheda-prodotto/trattamento-igienizzante-per-interni-no-biocide-interior-purifier-pesca-disinfettante-registrato-in-germania-n69547-100-ml-confezione-n-30-pz.html
http://www.generalgas.eu/scheda-prodotto/trattamento-igienizzante-per-interni-no-biocide-interior-purifier-fragola-disinfettante-registrato-in-germania-n69547-100-ml-confezione-n-30-pz.html
http://www.generalgas.eu/scheda-prodotto/trattamento-igienizzante-per-interni-no-biocide-interior-purifier-talco-disinfettante-registrato-in-germania-n69547-100-ml-confezione-n-30-pz.html
http://www.generalgas.eu/scheda-prodotto/trattamento-igienizzante-per-interni-no-biocide-interior-purifier-limone-disinfettante-registrato-in-germania-n69547-100-ml-confezione-n-30-pz.html
http://www.generalgas.eu/scheda-prodotto/trattamento-igienizzante-per-interni-no-biocide-interior-purifier-vaniglia-disinfettante-registrato-in-germania-n69547-100-ml-confezione-n-30-pz.html


F-ER-AT-ADA-08

Adapter for Flushing Fluid Belnet Aerosol - 1/4 SAE 
with Ball Valve - Package # 1 pc

F-ER-AT-LAV-01

Kit for Flushing of Refrigeration Lines
Package # 1 pc

F-ER-PC-LAV-06

ALPHA FLUSH - 5 lt - Package # 2 pcs

F-ER-PC-LAV-05

ALPHA FLUSH - 1 lt - Package # 12 pcs

WASHING OF REFRIGERATION LINES

KIT FOR FLUSHING OF REFRIGERATION 
LINES
 
Including cylinder 0,75 lts., gun, flexible hose, pressure gauge, adapter 
with ball valve.

Economical A/C Flushing Equipment

- Ball Valve
- 1/4” Female Connection
- Volume: 0,75 Litres
- Length of Hose: 60 cm.
- 0÷12 Bar Gauge
- 10 Bar Safety Valve.

ALPHA FLUSH
Fluid for Automatic Flushing Systems of Refrigeration Lines 
 
ALPHA FLUSH is a fluid specially developed in Errecom laboratories for 
proper internal cleaning of refrigeration systems.

Indispensable to ensure the proper performance of a unit, ALPHA FLUSH 
is optimal both for the application on new systems and to restore the 
efficiency of older lines (which have undergone intervention). On the 
latter, in fact, ALPHA FLUSH intervenes avoiding that any residues might 
damage the system itself.

ALPHA FLUSH removes protective lubricants deposited on the inside of 
the new pipes during an installation, the dirt both of the working process 
and that one penetrated through time in the pipes of a predisposition. 
Ideal for making a wash when a retrofit operation is performed, ALPHA 
FLUSH is also suitable for cleaning in case of replacement of a burned 
compressor.
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http://www.generalgas.eu/scheda-prodotto/kit-di-lavaggio-linee-frigorifere-composto-da-serbatoio-0-75-lt-pistola-tubazione-flessibile-manometro-e-raccordo-con-valvola-a-sfera-confezione-n-1-pz.html
http://www.generalgas.eu/scheda-prodotto/adattatore-per-liquido-di-lavaggio-belnet-aerosol-attacco-1-4-sae-con-valvola-a-sfera-confezione-n-1-pz.html
http://www.generalgas.eu/scheda-prodotto/liquido-per-stazioni-di-lavaggio-automatiche-per-linee-frigorifere-alpha-flush-1-lt-confezione-n-12-pz.html
http://www.generalgas.eu/scheda-prodotto/liquido-per-stazioni-di-lavaggio-automatiche-per-linee-frigorifere-alpha-flush-5-lt-confezione-n-2-pz.html


WASHING OF REFRIGERATION LINES

BELNET - Refrigeration Lines Flushing Fluid
BELNET AEROSOL removes the protective lubricants (settled on the new pipes) during an installation, the production 

dirt or the dirt that may be penetrated within the pipes of a predisposition throughout the years.

Specially designed to remove any deposit of fat or production dirt, without leaving any type of residue.

As a ready-to-use solution, it has a very high evaporation speed, which makes the process extremely fast.

F-ER-PC-LAV-03 F-ER-PC-LAV-04

F-ER-PC-LAV-01 F-ER-PC-LAV-02

AEROSOL - 600 ml AEROSOL - 750 mlPackage # 12 pcs.

Metal Container 1 lt. Package # 12 pcs. Metal Container 5 lt. Package # 2 pcs.

Package # 12 pcs.
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WASHING OF REFRIGERATION LINES

F-ER-AT-LAV-03

Gun for Flushing Fluid BELNET AEROSOL 
Package # 1 pc.

F-ER-AT-LAV-02

Gun for Flushing Fluid BELNET AEROSOL, with 
Flexible Hose and Adapter 1/4 sae with Ball Valve - 

Package # 1 pc

Fluid for Automatic Flushing Systems of Refrigeration 
Lines - ALPHA FLUSH - 1 lt - Package # 12 pcs

F-ER-PC-LAV-05

Fluid for Automatic Flushing Systems of Refrigeration 
Lines - ALPHA FLUSH - 5 lt - Package # 2 pcs

F-ER-PC-LAV-06
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SANI GUN

F-ER-AT-LAV-05

WASHING AND SANITIZING OF AC SYSTEMS

Jet Gun
Portable Water Jet Cleaning Machine, battery operated, for cleaning A/C Units

JET GUN is a practical portable pressure water jet machine with shoulder strap 
specifically designed and tested to be used indifferently with acid, alkaline cleaners, 
sanitizers and water, for cleaning indoor and outdoor air conditioner units.

The 3 re-sealable bags - supplied with the bag - can be filled with acid or alkaline 
cleaners, sanitizers or water and can be used and interchanged quickly according to the 
desired application.

JET GUN works with approx rechargeable battery that allows uninterrupted use for 30 
minutes.  Thanks to the 6 BAR pressure (85psi) JET GUN increases the cleansing power 
of the cleaners without damaging the finned batteries of the evaporator and condenser 
units.

Sani Gun
Sanitization gun for JetGun

SaniGun is a washing gun with long pipe (600 mm) and fan pattern jet. The product 
delivery tube is made on nickel-plated aluminium and the fan pattern jet is made on 
brass.

Specifically designed to work with JetGun.
-- Ergonomic rubber handle.
-- Specifically designe for sanitization treatment.
-- Hose connection specifically designed for JetGun.

Environmental Sanitization: sanitizing plants, machinery, offices, shops, working area will 
no longer be a problem. The long 600 mm nickel-plated aluminum delivery tube is ideal 
for reaching even the most difficult places such as floors under pallets.

The brass nozzle generates a fan jet that allows a perfect diffusion of the disinfectant 
with a wide range of action. SaniGun is equipped with an ergonomic rubber handle and a 
quick coupling for a perfect connection with JetGun.

Spare parts

Dispensing gun

F-ER-AT-LAV-04A

Quick coupling seals
in plastic - 5 pcs.
F-ER-AT-LAV-04B

Female quick coupling
in plastic for black tube 
F-ER-AT-LAV-04C

Female connection in plastic
for bag connection 
F-ER-AT-LAV-04D

Male plastic connection for bag 
connection 
F-ER-AT-LAV-04E

Black PVC tube
(3 meters
F-ER-AT-LAV-04F

12,000mAh lithium-ion battery + 
charger 
F-ER-AT-LAV-04G

Replacement shoulder strap
 
F-ER-AT-LAV-04I

9 liters capacity plastic bag for 
cleaner or water  
F-ER-AT-LAV-04L

Battery charger
to the NI-Cd
F-ER-AT-LAV-04H

JET GUN

F-ER-AT-LAV-04
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SPLITTY

F-AF-AL-COVER-01

Q-532
MEDIUM

Splitty
Reusable Cover for Split A/C
(internal unit)

Splitty is a waterproof cover made from nylon, 
PVC and plasticizer that ensures complete 
protection of the area around the A/C split, during 
cleaning operations carried out with portable 
battery operated washers (JetGun) and cleaners.

Patent product counterfeiting
Environmental protection fabric non-toxic tasteless
There are four advantages never leak water
Medium size in suitable for circumference of less than 
2.4 meters of ai conditioning
size for 9000BTU, 1200BTU, 18000BTU A/C UNIT
Color: BLUE

External type
outlet

Excellent seving
technology

Adopt PU waterproof
sealing strip

Fabric and coating
are both waterproof

materials

Thanks to Splitty, the technician can clean the evaporator and its heat 
exchanger with a minimum disassembly, leaving the split onto the wall 
and without damaging the wall itself and floor.

Splitty is suitable to clean A/C internal split units with sizes 9.000 BTU, 
12.000 BTU and 18.000 BTU; Splitty is designed so as to perfectly 
adhere on the wall mounted air conditioner.

Splitty is provided with a flexible drain pipe with length 2,8 meters, 
through which it will be possible to drain cleaners, rinsing water and 
dirt, without damaging the surrounding surfaces.

WASHING AND SANITIZING OF AC SYSTEMS
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250 ml - Package # 24 pcs.

F-ER-PC-PUE-11

250 ml - Package # 24 pcs.

F-ER-PC-PUC-18

250 ml - Package # 24 pcs.

F-ER-PC-PUC-17

CLEANING OF CONDENSERS / EVAPORATORS

Evo Ultra
Concentrated Evaporator Cleaner 

Evo Ultra is a formula of pure active substances that, diluted with water, creates an 
ultimate powerful neutral cleaner that removes even the most subborn deposits of 
organic residues, grease and incrustations and descales even the most stubborn 
deposits of rust and salt, restoring the evaporator efficiency.

The optimal recommended dilution is 50 mL per liter of water.

The supplied dispenser allows to obtain the desired quantity of cleaner with the precision 
that a so performing chemical product needs, without dilute the whole product in a single 
solution.

Alkaline Ultra
Concentrated Alkaline Condenser Cleaner

Alkaline Ultra is an active substances formula that, diluted with water, creates an 
ultimate powerful alkaline cleaner for condenser which can effectively degreases 
surfaces by removing even the most stubborn deposits of organic residues, grease, dust, 
pollen and smog, restoring the efficiency of the condenser heat exchange.

The optimal recommended dilution is 50 mL per liter of water.

The supplied dispenser allows to obtain the desired quantity of cleaner with the precision 
that a so performing chemical product needs, without dilute the whole product in a single 
solution.

Acid Ultra
Concentrated Acid Condenser Cleaner 

Acid Ultra is a formula of pure active substances that, diluted with water, creates an 
ultimate powerful acid cleaner that descales even the most stubborn deposits of rust and 
salt, restoring the efficiency of the condenser heat exchange.

The optimal recommended dilution is 50 mL per liter of water. The supplied dispenser 
allows to obtain the desired quantity of cleaner with the precision that a so performing 
chemical product needs, without dilute the whole product in a single solution.
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# 1 plastic tank 20 Liters

F-PC-IN-FRK-20LT

# 4 plastic tank 5 Liters

F-PC-IN-ECC-4

# 4 plastic tank 5 Liters

F-PC-IN-EXC-4

CLEANING OF CONDENSERS / EVAPORATORS

G-Free Kal

G-Free Kal, Concentrated acid-based limescale remover product 20 Lt.
 
Product Choise according to the expected Results:
- Limescale removal

G-Extra Clean C

G-Extra Clean C, Concentrated acid-based product 5 Lt.
 
Product Choice according to the Application: 
- Air Conditioning Outdoor Unit - Split
- Chiller Condenser Air Conditioning
- Refrigerating Condensers

G-Eco Clean

G-Eco Clean Concentrated alkaline-based product 5 Lt.
 
Product Choice according to the Application:
- Air Conditioning Indoor Unit - Split
- Air Conditioning Outdoor Unit - Split
- Fan Coil Air Conditioning
- Chiller Condenser Air Conditioning
- Ventilating and Air Conditioning Ducts
- Refrigerating Evaporators
- Refrigerating Condensers
- Power Stations
- Refrigerated Cabinet for Food
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12 plastic trigger bottles 1 lt.

F-PC-RE-CLCC-12

12 plastic trigger bottles 1 lt.

F-PC-RE-SCLE-12

NO AGE
Anticorrosive and Protective treatment for Condensers, resistant to salt and smog - Ready 
to Use

NO-AGE is the protective solution for all the systems which are exposed in highly oxidizing 
environments (such as sea places) or heavily polluted ones, where salt and acid rain visibly 
reduced the life of a compressor, but also for extending the natural life of all the systems.

The product generates a microfilm which does not limit the heat exchange, but reduces the 
dirt ability to remain on the surfaces and protects metals with a corrosion barrier.

1 lt. - Package # 6 pcs.

F-ER-PC-PUC-11

5 lt. - Package # 2 pcs.

F-ER-PC-PUC-12

10 lt. - Package # 1 pcs.

F-ER-PC-PUC-13

G-Super Clean C
Cleaning of A/C outdoor units

G-Super Clean C, acid base product, ready to use, in trigger plastic bottle capacity 1 liter.
 
Particularly suitable for:
- Split Air Conditioning Outdoor Units

Technical features:

- Oil and grease removal
- Oxyd and rust removal
- Dirty cleaning-off

G-Super Clean E
Cleaning of evaporators of A/C units, fan coils

G-Super Clean E, alkaline-based product, ready to use, in trigger plastic bottle capacity 1 
liter.
 
Particularly suitable for:
- Air Conditioning Indoor Units
- Split Air Conditioning Outdoor Unit
- Split Fan Coil Air Conditioning

CLEANING OF CONDENSERS / EVAPORATORS
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CLEANING OF CONDENSERS / EVAPORATORS

F-ER-PC-PUE-03

10 lt. - Package # 1 pcs.

F-ER-PC-PUE-01

1 lt. - Package # 6 pcs.

F-ER-PC-PUE-04

1 lt. - Package # 12 pcs.

F-ER-PC-PUE-02

5 lt. - Package # 2 pcs.

F-ER-PC-PUE-06

10 lt. - Package # 1 pcs.

F-ER-PC-PUE-05

5 lt. - Package # 2 pcs.

JAB
Evaporator and Plastic Cleaner - Ready to Use

JAB is a useful cleaner for evaporator.

It is furthermore extremely efficient and rapid towards all the materials 
the a/c system evaporator components are made of.

Proposed in ready-to-use composition, suitable to eliminate organic 
remains, dust and mould.

JAB is a safe product and does not leave residues that can be dangerous 
for the environment.

CLENCH
Evaporator Cleaner with Anticorrosion Power - Dilution 1:5

The Evaporator Cleaner with Anticorrosion Power CLENCH is a product of 
rapid application and effectiveness to treat indoor units, efficient as an 
acid cleaner but more safe.

Easily removes organic residues, grease, stubborn dirt and corrosion, 
preventing even its new formation.

It is the ideal product to restore neglected systems or facilities subjects to 
strong environmental aggressions such as kitchens, food production, 
frying areas or slaughterhouses.
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CLEANING OF CONDENSERS / EVAPORATORS

F-ER-PC-PUC-03

10 lt. - Package # 1 pcs.

F-ER-PC-PUC-01

1 lt. - Package # 6 pcs.

F-ER-PC-PUC-02

5 lt. - Package # 2 pcs.

BEST ACID COND CLEANER
Concentrated A/C and Refrigeration Condenser Deoxidizer - Ready to 
Use

BEST ACID COND CLEANER is a deoxidizer acid cleaner for condensers 
in conditions of extreme sedimented dirty.

Thanks to its properties, BEST ACID COND CLEANER is a very efficient 
deoxidizer as it removes also the stubborn stain BEST ACID COND 
CLEANER is a ready to use solution, suitable to easily eliminates 
oxidations, dried salt and scales.

It is the perfect product to reactivate the neglected systems, by 
improving their efficiency; it is especially indicated for deeply descaling 
the settled dirt in the voids of the finned coils.

F-ER-PC-PUC-05

1 lt. - Package # 6 pcs.

F-ER-PC-PUC-07

10 lt. - Package # 1 pcs.

F-ER-PC-PUC-06

5 lt. - Package # 2 pcs.

BEST COND CLEANER

Concentrated A/C and Refrigeration Condenser Alkaline Cleaner

BEST COND CLEANER is an alkaline cleaner for condensers in extreme 
sedimented dirt conditions. Thanks to its properties BEST COND CLEANER 
removes grease effectivly, by removing even the most stubborn deposits.

This product is concentrated and shoud be diluited, in order to easily 
removes organic residues, fat, dust, pollen and smog.

BEST COND CLEANER is the ideal product to restore the neglected plants 
by improving their efficiency; furthermore it is particularly suitable to 
degrease the dirt which is deposited in the cracks of finned coils.
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Package # 12 pcs.

F-ER-PC-PUL-06

1 lt. - Package # 6 pcs.

F-ER-PC-PUC-15

Package # 12 pcs.

F-ER-PC-PUC-14 

CLEANING OF CONDENSERS / EVAPORATORS

POWER CLEAN OUT
Condenser High-pressure Cleanser in Aerosol Can (750 mL)

POWER CLEAN OUT is the right solution to clean condenser, even when they are located 
in difficult position.

POWER CLEAN OUT has been designed to obtain a constant and high supply of pressure; 
this facilitates the dirt removal, which is accumulated in between the plates.

The high pressure works with POWER CLEAN OUT cleaning action, in order to increase its 
efficiency, without wrecking the materials with aggressive substances.

NO AGE PLUS
Anti-Corrosive and Protective Aerosol Treatment for Condensers and 
Evaporators – Ready to Use in Aerosol Can (750 mL)

The outdoor units of the Air Conditioning & Refrigeration Systems are constantly 
subjected to the aggression of weathering, humidity, smog, salt, sand and dust that 
inevitably trigger a corrosion process of all their components.

What is it? NO-AGE PLUS is a liquid aerosol to be applied to the external unit (to the 
condenser and to the shell) after the cleaning operation.

ECO RESTORE SPRAY
Biodegradable Condenser Cleaner - Ready to Use

ECORESTORE is a useful cleaner for external units.

Designed in a green vision, ECORESTORE does not contain acids, phosphates, solvents 
and baking soda.

Its biodegradability is highly guaranteed thanks to the usage of natural surfactants: 
these present actually a higher level of biodegradability, even if compared to those ones 
requested by European laws.

ECORESTORE is not aggressive towards the materials and it results an extremely 
efficient and rapid cleaner.
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Package # 12 pcs.

F-ER-PC-PUL-03

600 ml. - Package # 12 pcs.

F-ER-PC-PUL-05

Package # 12 pcs.

F-ER-PC-PUL-04

CLEANING OF CONDENSERS / EVAPORATORS

EVAPORATOR CLEANER FOAM
Purifying Foam Cleaner for A/C Systems - Disinfectant registered in Germany 
(N69546)

EVAPORATOR CLEANER FOAM purifies the duct where air is distributed, by absorbing 
and expelling all the contaminants that can affect air quality such (as dust, dirt, allergens 
or microorganisms).

It also eliminates bad smells and leaves a fresh clean fragrance.

Its formulation has been designed to deliver the product in form of foam, therefore 
EVAPORATOR CLEANER FOAM perfectly adheres to the fins of the evaporator and 
ensures a high degree of effectiveness.

EVAPORATOR CLEANER
Non-Foam Purifying Cleaner for A/C Systems - Disinfectant registered in 
Germany (N69546)

EVAPORATOR CLEANER cleanses the duct that distributes the air, by absorbing and 
expelling all the contaminants that can affect air quality (such as dust, dirt, allergens or 
microorganisms). It also eliminates bad smells and leaves a fresh clean fragrance.

Its special formulation has been designed to get quickly dried and do not damage the 
materials that are normally used in air conditioning systems.

POWER CLEAN IN
Evaporator High-pressure Cleanser in Aerosol Can (600 mL)

POWER CLEAN IN is the right solution to clean evaporators, even when they are located 
in difficult position.

POWER CLEAN IN has been designed to obtain a constant and high supply of pressure. 
This facilitates the removal of the dirt, which is accumulated in between the plates.

The high pressure works with POWER CLEAN IN cleaning action, in order to increase its 
efficiency, without wrecking the materials with aggressive substances.
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F-ER-PC-PUC-16

1 lt. - Package # 6 pcs.

F-ER-PC-PUC-19

1 lt. - Package # 6 pcs.

CLEANING OF CONDENSERS / EVAPORATORS

CHINOOK
Indoor Units Filter Cleaner - Ready to Use

CHINOOK is an effective cleaner for the filters of any type of indoor unit, 
not aggressive for their materials.

Ready to use, it quickly and effectively cleans, easily removing smog, dust, 
mold and microbial contaminants and leaving a fresh fragrance of 
cleanliness.

CHINOOK is safe for the operator and for the filters, leaving no harmful 
residues in the environment because after completing its cleaning action 
is easy to rinse.

It is suitable for the HACCP plan.

DRIZZLE
Cleaner for condensed water drain in Split and Fan-Coil - Ready to Use.

DRIZZLE is a product which has been specifically formulated for all types 
of Air Conditioning and Refrigeration Systems where there is 
condensation.

The water within the condensate collection trays or in the drain pan is full 
of all the pollutants you can normally find in the environment: dust and 
microbes can accumulate, getting together and forming masses that 
block the condensate drain, also generating annoying overflows.

Using DRIZZLE consistently does not damage metals and prevents new 
obstructions.
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F-ER-PC-PUE-10

Jar 18 Tabs - Package # 12 pcs.

F-ER-PC-PUC-09

Jar 18 Tabs - Package # 12 pcs.

F-ER-PC-PUC-10

Jar 18 Tabs - Package # 12 pcs.

F-ER-PC-PUC-08

Jar 18 Tabs - Package # 12 pcs.

F-ER-PC-PUC-04

Jar 18 Tabs - Package # 12 pcs.

CLEANING OF CONDENSERS / EVAPORATORS

EVO TABS

Purifying Cleaner for Evaporators in Tablet

EMERALD TABS          

Biodegradable Tablets for cleaning of condensed water drain in Split and 
Fan-Coil.

DRAIN TABS

Tablets for cleaning of condensed water drain in Split and Fan-Coil - No 
Biocide

ACID TABS

Acid Cleaner for Condenser in Tablets.

ALKALINE TABS

Alkaline Cleaner for Condenser in Tablets.
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42

ATOM KRYON

AtomKryon is an electronic ultrasonic device that instantly generates 
the nebulization of a sanitizing liquid, for sanitation of civil and 
industrial air conditioning and for automotive interiors and 
environments.

The system uses an electronic circuit to convert an electrical oscillation 
with a frequency of 1.7 MHz in a mechanical oscillation, by means of an 
ultrasonic transducer.

This creates a snapshot of the liquid into the ultrasonic transducer 
itself.

The nebulized liquid is then conveyed, via a fan, to an outlet pipe swivel 
and aspirated through the recirculation system of the air conditioning of 
the motor vehicle to be sanitized.

The phenomenon of condensation is avoided due to the higher 
temperature of the vaporized liquid for heating compared to that 
environment.

F-AF-AL-NEBU-KITAK

Accessory kit: revolving fitting, liquid receiver and 
Airflex pipe length 2,5 meters dia. 20 mm.

ATOM KRYON

F-AF-AL-NEBU-ATKR

The particles, sprayed with the here above explained system, have a size 
less than 5 microns, for which are light enough to be able to deeply 
penetrate in the system, differently to what happens in the use of 
classical aerosol sprays in which the weight of the nebulized particles 
causes a rapid deposition of the same.

The air conditioning system (including ducts and fans) is then 
completely sanitized, blocking the proliferation of bacteria and germs, 
while unpleasant odors are eliminated in the environment.

Technical Features:

• Ultrasonic module frequency: 1.7MHz Voltage source: 230Vac or 
110Vac 50/60Hz +/-10%
• Thermo-switch of 100°C in primary of transformer, resettable fuses on 
the two secondary outputs of transformer
• Power consumption: 30W
• Nebulization capacity (with drinking water): about 385ml / hour (with 
treatment of 100ml every time at 20°C of ambient temperature)
• Operating temperature range: 0 to +60°C
• Storage temperature range: -30°C to +90°C
• Dim. (DxWxH): L285 X P130 X H210 mm.
• Weight: about 3,1 kg

Ultrasonic 
Professional 
Nebulizer 
for Ambient 
Purifying
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PURE ZONE MACHINE

PURE ZONE MACHINE

F-ER-PC-IGI-07

Ultrasonic Professional Nebulizer for Ambient Purifying

PUREZONE MACHINE is an electronic ultrasonic device that 
instantly generates the nebulization of a sanitizing liquid that is 
consequently sucked and propagated by the A/C Recirculation 
System to be sanitized.

The main feature of the Ultrasonic Nebulization System 
consists in obtaining nebulized particles of liquid at room 
temperature, avoiding the phenomenon of condensation that 
occurs differently when a liquid is nebulized by heating.

PUREZONE MACHINE particles have a size of less than 5 μm: in 
this way they cannot easily deposit on the surfaces, but are 
totally propagated in the A/C System and in the environment.

A sanitizing treatment with PUREZONE MACHINE lasts 
approximately 30 minutes at 20°C and stops automatically.

The duration of the treatment has been studied to ensure that 
all the parts of the Systems are correctly reached, the 
environment is saturated and the active ingredients have the 
right contact time to ensure good sanitation.

ATOM treatment has been formulated in different fragrances 
and treatment:

- PURE, marine note;
- LEMON, citrus note;
- MINT, mint note;
- SMOKI, eliminates smoke and cigarette odors;
- WOOFI, eliminates pet odors.
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ATOM PURE

ATOM SMOKI

KILLER ODOR

SANITIZING TREATMENTS for AtomKryon and PureZone

Purifying Treatment to be used with nebulizers 
AtomKryon and Purezone Machine

Disinfectant registered in Germany (N-69544)

Purifying Treatment to be used with nebulizers AtomKryon 
and Purezone Machine

Disinfectant registered in Germany (N-69544)

KILLER ODOR is an anti-odor treatment to be used with ultrasonic nebulizers AtomKryon 
and Purezone Machine or with any type of nebulizers today on the market.

Ready to use. It does not cover odours but absorbs and eliminates them forever; its 
formula has been specifically designed for a great efficiency against the smell of smoke, 
cigarettes, food, pets and humidity.

Pack. # 24 pcs - 250 ml 

F-ER-PC-PUR-21

Package # 2 pcs - 5 l 

F-ER-PC-PUR-22

Pack. # 24 pcs - 250 ml 

F-ER-PC-PUR-23

Package # 2 pcs - 5 l 

F-ER-PC-PUR-24

Pack. # 12 pcs - 200 ml 

F-ER-PC-PUR-25

Package # 1 pcs - 10 l 

F-ER-PC-PUR-26
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DISINFECTANTS

SONTARA (SAMPEL) EC® Large - DUPONT
High-performance non-woven fabric cloth

It's not a normal cloth, it's not paper, it's 
something completely different.

SONTARA EC® is the new alternative in cleaning modes, a high-tech 
one that serves professional users.

SONTARA EC®  is a cheap and practical system called "POP-UP 
SYSTEM" to highlight the delivery system immediately ready to use 
thanks to the special boxes specially designed in various formats so 
suitable for every use and every user.

THE SONTARA EC®  are high-performance cloths, both wet and dry, are 
versatile, resistant (even to solvents), durable over time, absorbent, 
hairless, sterilizable in autoclaves but above all they are cheap and 
ideal for a wide range of applications and sectors.

They do not contain binders, chemicals or adhesives, so they comply 
with food regulations.

SPECIFICATION:

- Pack: 250 42x50 cm sheets

- Composition: 51% Polyester, 49% Cellulose pulp

- Weight/ Weight: 76 g/m" ERT 40.3-90

- Width: 0.51 mm ERT 30.5-99

- Inherent water absorption capacity: 358 ml/g IES-RP-CC-004.2

- Water extrinsic absorption capacity: 378 ml/m2

- Intrinsic absorption rate: 9.74 ml/g/s

- Extrinsic absorption rate: 775 ml/ m2/s

250-sheet 42x50cm package

F-PC-RE-SONTARA-01

in collaboration with
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DISINFECTANTS

Package # 12 pcs -  400 ml

F-ER-PC-PUR-20

CleanSi
Sanitizing Treatment for Surfaces 80% Alcohol Based

Cleansi is a powerful 80% alcohol-based sanitizer in aerosol 
can that deeply cleanse, with a simple swipe any surface, when 
sprayed directly on it.

CleanSi evaporates quickly and completely, without leaving 
residues and streaks.

Thanks to its high alcohol content, it is particularly suitable to 
clean all the frequently-contact surfaces that require a deep 
level of hygiene.

Particularly suitable in domestic spaces used on handles, 
chairs, tables, glass tables, bunches of keys, remote controls 
and TV screens, smartphones and tablets, video game 
consoles, toys, furnishings, elevator buttons, bathroom 
accessories, kitchen worktops and small appliances, handrails 
and windows.

It is also suitable for cleaning glass, lenses and glass surfaces.

It can also be used in offices on desks, armchairs, hangers, 
monitors, keyboards, mouse devices, computer shells, laptops, 
printers, copy machines, telephones and any other office 
equipment and vending machines.

It can also be used on vehicles, sprayed directly on handles, 
dashboards, shift levers, steering wheel.

It is also recommended to clean filters and ventilation ducts of 
air- conditioning systems by eliminating microorganisms that 
affect the quality and healthiness of air introduced into the 
rooms or cockpits.

Cleansi removes germs, allergens, dust and environmental dirt. 
Cleansi is a product suitable for the HACCP system: therefore, 
it can be used on surfaces in contact with food

Features:

• high alcohol content: 80%
• purifies any surface
• evaporates quickly without leaving residues and streaks
• removes germs, allergens, environmental dirt, fingerprints, 
streaks and grease
• ready to use
• rinse not required
• suitable for the HACCP system
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F-ER-PC-PMC-05F-ER-PC-PMC-01 F-ER-PC-PMC-02 F-ER-PC-PMC-03 F-ER-PC-PMC-04

Pack. # 1 pcs - 10 l    Pack. # 6 pcs - 1 l Pack. # 2 pcs - 5 lPack. # 24 pcs - 250 ml Pack. # 12 pcs - 500 ml

PMC DISINFECTANTS - MEDICAL SURGICAL DEVICES

SaniBact
Medical-surgical disinfectant device, registration n° 20145 - 
Concentrated solution to be diluted 1:25 in water

SANIBACT is a disinfectant, which has been designed in Errecom labs 
for the evaporators, air channels and every kind of surface that need a 
deep disinfecting level cleaning.

SANIBACT works even as a strong cleanser and guarantees the 
highest level of hygiene during the cleaning process.

SANIBACT is a HACCP product and it is ideal for the following 
applications:

• hospitals, nursing home
• medical centers, clinics
• schools
• sport courts
• wellness center
• butcher shops
• confectionary industries
• bakeries, restaurants, ice-cream shops
• hotels
• food induestries (meat, fish, vegetables etc.)

This product does not release odor and/or residuals. Its disinfecting strength acts in just five minutes, 
allowing a deep and rapid action.

SANIBACT is an extremely concentrated product: a dilution of 1:25 is sufficient.

It is efficient against the following virus: influence, hepatitis B/C, HIV, Rota virus, Noro virus and Ebola Virus.

Concerning bacteria, SANIBACT is in compliance with EN1276 EN 13697 tests and for the moulds EN13697 
test.
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PMC DISINFECTANTS - MEDICAL SURGICAL DEVICES

Pack. # 9 pcs - 500 ml

F-ER-PC-PMC-06

Pack. # 9 pcs - 750 ml

F-PC-RE-KRALC-9

SmartBact
RTU Disinfectant preparation Kit ready to use, with Bactericide 
and Virucidal Efficacy – SANIBACT - box containing a bottle of 
Concentrated Disinfectant 500 ml, 20 ml measuring cup and 
500 ml spray pump empty bottle – package with n° 9 pcs.

SANIBACT is a disinfectant, which has been designed in Errecom labs 
for the evaporators, air channels and every kind of surface that need a 
deep disinfecting level cleaning.

SANIBACT works even as a strong cleanser and guarantees the highest 
level of hygiene during the cleaning process.

This product does not release odor and/or residuals. Its disinfecting 
strength acts in just five minutes, allowing a deep and rapid action.

SANIBACT is an extremely concentrated product: a dilution of 1:25 is 
sufficient. It is efficient against the following virus: influence, hepatitis 
B/C, HIV, Rota virus, Noro virus and Ebola Virus.

Concerning bacteria, SANIBACT is in compliance with EN1276 EN 
13697 tests and for the moulds EN13697 test.

KryonAlk 75
KryonAlk 75 - sanitising cleaner alcohol 75% - 750 ml -package 9 pcs. with trigger

Organic alcoholic cleaner for surfaces, with a minimum alcohol content 
of 75% (in accordance with the instructions of the Ministry of Health 
and Federfarma).

Applications:
Delicately scented alcohol-based cleaner, ideal for sanitization and 
cleaning of: desks, furniture, metal surfaces, glass, floors, parquet 
floors, interior vehicles and all hard surfaces.
Composition:
Ethanol: 70-80%
Butan-one: 0.1-1%
Ether-Biphenyl: < 0.01%

Features:
Appearance: clear blue liquid
Smell: scented
pH: 6.0÷ 7.0
Density: 0.85÷0.89 kg/l
Solubility: Mixed in water

How to use it:
Pre-remove coarse dirt from surfaces
Spray the product onto the surfaces, switch with a clean microfiber or 
disposable cloth and leave to act.
The product evaporates by drying the surfaces. It doesn't need rinse.
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PMC DISINFECTANTS - MEDICAL SURGICAL DEVICES

400 ml.  - package # 12 pcs.

F-PC-RE-GD90-12

GD90 Spray
Medical Device - broad-spectrum professional disinfectant (effective againts 
viruses, bacteria, yeasts and moulds)

Disinfectant spray or environments, surfaces and objects.  Mix of active ingredients, 
which guarantees a broad spectrum of action against Encapsulated Viruses (HIV, HCV, 
HBV, Coronavirus family), Gram-, Gram-, Mushrooms. 

Including Legionella Pneumophila in 60 minutes of contact. 
Thanks to its aerosol dispensing, microparticles are able to penetrate the most hidden 
corners and hard-to-reach surfaces

GD SPRAY90 400 ml does not wet, 
does not stain and does not dirty.

It also performs a radical 
deodorant action as it eliminates 
the bacteria responsible for the 
formation of bad odors.

GOLMAR GD STERIXIDINA 
Medical Device - disinfectant ready to use for non-invasive medical devices, 
surfaces and equipment

GD STERIXIDINA5 - powerful bactericide, fungicide and viruid GD (including HIV, HBV and 
HCV - Hepatitis B and C) in 5 minutes of contact Activates even in the presence of 
biological material; disinfects and cleanses all surfaces and equipment quickly.

1 L - package # 7 pcs.

F-PC-RE-GD90LIQ-7

GOLMAR GD90
Medical Device - broad-spectrum professional disinfectant (effective against 
viruses including Coronavirus, bacteria, yeasts and molds)

GD90 disinfects, cleanses and deodoras every washable surface. To disinfect environments in 
case of infectious diseases (walls, floors, surfaces).

GD90 is economical, can be used at very low dosages Prevents fermentations, avoiding the 
formation of bad odors

GD90 is a broad-spectrum highly concentrated disinfectant capable of eliminating Gram+ 
bacteria, Gram- including Listeria Monocytogenes and Staphylococcus Aureus MRSA, yeasts, 
mold, mycobacteria, TB, fungi, viruses, including HIV etiological agent, HBV (Hepatitis B) and HCV 
(Hepatitis C)

Its action is carried out thanks to 
the effect of quaternary ammonium 
salts which consists of an alteration 
of the membrane of microbial cells, 
while orthophenylphenol acts by 
precipitating protoplasmic proteins 
within microbial cells.

750 ml - package # 6 pcs.

F-PC-RE-GDSTERIX-6
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Pack. # 12 pcs - 500 ml

F-PC-RE-KRBAC-05

Pack. # 4 pcs - 5 l

F-PC-RE-KRBACT-5

Pack. # 12 pcs - 1 l

F-PC-RE-KRBACT-1

SANITIZING

KryonBact
Sanitizing gel with 70% alcohol content with Aloe Vera

KRYON BACT is a sanitizing gel in compliance with the indications of 
the Ministry of Health and Federfarma, ideal for cleaning hands.

Ingredients
Alcohol, water, isopropyl alcohol, hydroxyethylcellulose, propylene 
glycol, perfume, citral (essential oil), juice of aloe vera leaves.

ALOE VERA
Made up of polysaccharides containing D-glucose and 
D-mannose, phytosterols, vitamins, enzymes, trace elements 
and amino acids. Aloe acts primarily as a skin and soothing 
moisturizer, its gel forms a protective film on the skin, 
performing its moisturizing function.

PROPYLENE GLYCOL
Humectant, it retains water at the level of the epidermis 
ensures dehydration.

MIXTURE OF ETHYL AND ISOPROPYL ALCOHOL
Solvent with intrinsic bacteriostatic and preservative 
properties, used as the main ingredient of sanitizing 
products.
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G-ABA-BRAZEKIT-02

G-ABA-BRAZEKIT-02L

G-ABA-BRAZEKIT-01L

G-ABA-BRAZEKIT-01

B-BRAZE® KIT 1
- N° 2 B-M.A.P. cylinders- 1 lt./420 gr. eachone
- N° 1 B-TORCH - Flame torch with SUPER CYCLON FLAME nozzle
- N° 1 FINE FLAME nozzle
- N° 1 MEDIUM CYCLON FLAME nozzle
- N° 1 B-ADAPTOR - USA-EU adaptor
- N° 1 Flexible hose
- N° 1 Cylinder holder hook

B-BRAZE® KIT 1 LIGHT
- N° 2 B-M.A.P. cylinders- 1 lt./420 gr. eachone
- N° 1 B-TORCH - Flame torch with SUPER CYCLON FLAME nozzle.

B-BRAZE® KIT 2
- N° 2 B-FLAME cylinders- 1 lt./385 gr. eachone
- N° 1 B-TORCH - Flame torch with SUPER CYCLON FLAME nozzle
- N° 1 FINE FLAME nozzle
- N° 1 MEDIUM CYCLON FLAME nozzle
- N° 1 B-ADAPTOR - USA-EU adaptor
- N° 1 Flexible hose
- N° 1 Cylinder holder hook.

B-BRAZE® KIT 2 LIGHT
- N° 2 B-FLAME cylinders- 1 lt./385 gr. eachone
- N° 1 B-TORCH - Flame torch with SUPER CYCLON FLAME nozzle
- N° 1 B-ADAPTOR - USA-EU adaptor

B-BRAZE® KIT
Professional set to use for construction and maintenance of systems in the HVAC&R sector
- Refrigeration, Air Conditioning e Thermo-hydraulic.

WELDING
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MAXIFLAME
Maxi Flame is a professional brazing kit and the best choice when 
high performance is a priority. The kit is compact, powerful and 
efficient, and is especially suited for detail oriented jobs which 
require maximum power and great safety.
 

The Kit includes:

- 1 B-M.A.P. cylinder - 1 liter - gas contents 420 gr. - USA CGA 
600 valve connector.
- 1 G-OXYGEN cylinder - 1 liter - 110 bar - M12x1valve 
connector.
- 1 oxygen G-NANO adaptor with HP and LP pressure gauge 
and double protection backstop valve.
- 1 gas G-NANO adaptor with LP pressure gauge and double 
protection backstop valve.
- Hose assemblies - 2 mt.
- Handle with control knobs and oxygen and gas backstop 
valves.
- Nozzle and tip of 160 lt/h.
- 4-pointed star (63-100-250-315 lt.) - M8x1 connection.
- Goggles, multi-use wrench and igniter..

Maxi Flame is the most professional kit among small braze welding 
systems with non-refillable cylinders. The kit is mounted on a solid 
metallic support provided with a handle to ease transportation. The 
support is sloping to avoid overturning and is provided with cylinder 
block devices.

Flame temperature up to 3.100°C/5.612 °F.

Pack. 1 pz.

G-ABA-MAXIFLAME-01

WELDING
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Pack. 1 pz.

G-ABA-MINIFLAME-01

MINIFLAME
MINIFLAME is a compact, powerful and efficient brazing kit and 
is especially suited for brazing operations in refrigeration, air 
conditioning, hydraulic, jewellery, and hobbies. 

The kit is mounted on a solid metallic support provided with a 
handle to ease transportation. The support is sloping to avoid 
overturning and is provided with tank block devices.

The Kit includes:
 
- 1 B-FLAME cylinder - 1 liter - gas contents 385 gr. - EU 7/16” valve 
connector.
- 1 G-OXYGEN cylinder - 1 liter - 110 bar - M12x1valve connector.
- 1 oxygen G-NANO adaptor with backstop valve.
- 1 gas G-NANO adaptor with backstop valve.
- Hose assemblies - 2 mt.
- Handle with control knobs and oxygen and gas backstop valves.
- Nozzle and tip of 160 lt/h.
- 4-pointed star with different measures which are lower than 160 lt/h - 
M6x1 connection.
- Goggles, multi-use wrench and igniter.

WELDING
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G-ABA-BTOR-ADPTOR01

B-Adaptor - Adaptor for B-Torch - 
from EU 7/16 thread (outlet on 
cylinder) to USA CGA600

G-ABA-BTOR-ADPTOR02

B-Adaptor - Adaptor for B-Torch 
from USA CGA 600 thread (outlet on 
cylinder) to EU 7/16

G-ABA-BTORCH-NOZ-02

MEDIUM CYCLON FLAME 
nozzle for B-TORCH

G-ABA-BTORCH-NOZ-01

FINE FLAME nozzle 
for B-TORCH

G-ABA-BTOR-TUFLEX-1

Flexible hose including cylinder 
holder hook

G-ABA-BTORCH-01

B-TORCH
B-TORCH is a high performance flame torch for brazing with piezoelectric 
starter.It's employed in all high end brazing operations.
 
The kit includes a box containing:

- B-TORCH - The torch can be used with any blend of flammable gases - 
torch/ cylinder connector CGA600 - gas flow rate control valve - flame 
stop buttom.
- N° 1 SUPER CYCLON FLAME nozzle.

WELDING
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http://www.generalgas.eu/scheda-prodotto/b-adaptor-adattatore-da-bombola-con-filettatura-eu-7-16-a-filettatura-usa-cga-600.html
http://www.generalgas.eu/scheda-prodotto/b-torch-torcia-professionale-saldobrasatura-e-brasatura.html
http://www.generalgas.eu/scheda-prodotto/b-adaptor-adattatore-da-bombola-con-filettatura-usa-cga-600-a-filettatura-eu-7-16.html
http://www.generalgas.eu/scheda-prodotto/ugello-medium-s-cyclon-flame-per-b-torch.html
http://www.generalgas.eu/scheda-prodotto/buse-fine-flame-pour-b-torch.html
http://www.generalgas.eu/scheda-prodotto/flessibile-per-b-torch-completo-di-gancio-per-bombola-b-m-a-p.html


500 gr. - Package # 12 pcs.

F-ER-PC-SAL-02

1 lt - Package # 6 pcs.

F-ER-PC-SAL-01

WELDING

STOP HEAT
Anti-Heating Paste for Soldering and Brazing - Ready to Use

STOP HEAT is a high performance paste product that avoids heat transmission 
during any welding operation.

Effective on all surfaces, it can also be used vertically. Its chemical composition 
has particular hollow microspheres and causes a rapid and constant dispersion 
of heat, preventing its propagation from damaging sensitive parts of the System.

The paste can be shaped as desired and used several times: it is sufficient to 
wet the product again so that it gets all its effectiveness again.

Non-toxic and non-hazardous, STOP HEAT does not stain and leave no residues.

PROTECT GEL
Anti-Heating Gel for Soldering and Brazing - Ready to Use

While welding or brazing PROTECT GEL protects from the heat the surfaces 
surrounding the point of contact of the flame.

Thanks to its gel formula adheres without dripping, creating a protective barrier 
that dissipates the heat from the welding torch.

PROTECT GEL is easy to use, is a safe and non-toxic product, acts without 
staining, leaves no residue and also protects the painted and varnished surfaces 
by color changes.

With PROTECT GEL you can avoid costly damages caused by the heat to 
components and materials.
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http://www.generalgas.eu/scheda-prodotto/gel-anticalore-per-saldatura-protect-gel-spray-1-lt-confezione-n-6-pz.html
http://www.generalgas.eu/scheda-prodotto/pasta-anticalore-per-saldatura-stop-heat-500-gr-confezione-n-12-pz.html


Brasotek - Kit Jumbo 40 code KD03
Brasotek is the innovative metal cleaning system, a must-do for superior 
welding and brazing operations (suitable to deep clean copper, steel, 
bronze, brass, iron, aluminum, stainless steel).

Kit Composed by:
-1 bottle cap. 40 ml
-vertical dispenser
-sponge pad
- airtight cap

Suitable for pipes diameter over 35 mm.

F-AF-AB-BRA-KD03

F-AF-AB-BRA-KD01

Brasotek - Kit Smart code KD01
Brasotek is the innovative metal cleaning system, a must-do for superior 
welding and brazing operations (suitable to deep clean copper, steel, 
bronze, brass, iron, aluminum, stainless steel).

Kit Composed by:
- 1 bottle cap. 20 ml
- vertical dispenser
- sponge pad
- airtight cap

Suitable for pipes diameter from 6 to 35 mm

WELDING
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http://www.generalgas.eu/scheda-prodotto/brasotek-kit-smart-codice-kd01-agente-chimico-per-pulizia-metalli-rame-acciaio-bronzo-ottone-ferro-alluminio-inox-pima-della-saldatura-e-saldobrasatura.html
http://www.generalgas.eu/scheda-prodotto/brasotek-kit-jumbo-40-codice-kd03-composto-da-1-flacone-da-40-ml-erogatore-verticale-grande-tampone-tappo-ermetico-adatto-per-tubi-diametro-oltre-35-mm.html


WELDING

Single piece

F-AF-AB-BRA-K40M

BRASOTEK - CODICE K40M

Refill bottle capacity 40 ml

BRASOTEK - CODICE KT20M

Refill bottle capacity 20 ml. complete 
with one spare sponge pad (TAMP D03)

F-AF-AB-BRA-KIT01

BRASOTEK - SPARE PARTS KIT
CODE ER JUMBO 40 + 12 X ROLLER ER2 JUMBO

Spare parts kit composed by 1 bottle cap. 40 ml. 
+ 12 big roller sponge pads

Single piece

F-AF-AB-BRA-KT20M
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http://www.generalgas.eu/scheda-prodotto/brasotek-flacone-per-ricarica-capacita-40-ml.html
http://www.generalgas.eu/scheda-prodotto/brasotek-codice-kt20m-flacone-per-ricarica-capacita-20-ml-completa-di-1-tampone-tamp-d03.html
http://www.generalgas.eu/scheda-prodotto/brasotek-codice-er-jumbo-12-x-roller-er2-jumbo-kit-ricambi-composto-da-1-erogatore-verticale-grande-12-tamponi-grandi-per-flacone-40-ml.html


WELDING

BRASOTEK - 6 X ROLLER ER2 JUMBO

Spare parts kit composed by 6 big roller sponge pads
(for bottle cap. 40 ml)

F-AF-AB-BRA-TAM01

F-AF-AB-BRA-TAM02

BRASOTEK - 4 X TAMP D03

spare parts kit composed by 12 roller sponge pads SMART
(for bottle cap. 20 ml)

F-AF-AB-BRA-KIT02

BRASOTEK - SPARE PARTS KIT
CODE K AP1 + 4 X TAMP D03

Spare parts kit composed by: 1 vertical dispenser 
+ 12 roller sponge pads SMART (for bottle 20 ml)
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http://www.generalgas.eu/scheda-prodotto/brasotek-codice-k-ap1-4-x-tamp-d03-kit-ricambi-composto-da-1-erogatore-verticale-grande-12-tamponi-smart-per-flacone-20-ml.html
http://www.generalgas.eu/scheda-prodotto/brasotek-12-x-roller-er2-jumbo-kit-ricambi-composto-da-6-tamponi-grandi-per-flacone-40-ml.html
http://www.generalgas.eu/scheda-prodotto/brasotek-4-x-tamp-d03-kit-ricambi-composto-da-12-tamponi-smart-per-flacone-20-ml.html


B-FLAME cylinder - 1 lt. - 385 gr. - Pressure 28 bar -
Aerosol Valve 7/16” 20 UNF
B-FLAME is a gas blend with chemtane addition, that increases flame temperature. 
Flame temperature can be as high as 2.900°C. 

B-FLAME cylinders are made of aluminium. Its capacity is of 1 litre and contains 385 
grams of product – Aerosol Valve – Connector 7/16” 20 UNF (most commonly used 
connector in Europe). Available in 6 cylinders packages.

G-ABB-BMAP-1L-12

Conf. 6 pz.

G-ABB-BFLA-1L-6

G-ABB-BMAP-1L-6

Cylinder B-MAP 1 lt. / 420 grams
B-M.A.P. is a blend of special gases with high calorific value, suitable for brazing and 
braze welding operations. Flame temperature can be as high as 3.100°C and it’s 35% 
faster than propane. 

The B-M.A.P. cylinders are made of steel (built in compliance with EN12205 regulation); 
Its capacity is of 1 litre and contains 420 grams of product - CGA 600 Valve. Available in 
12 and 6 cylinders packages.

Pack # 12 pcs.Pack # 6 pcs.

WELDING REFILLS
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http://www.generalgas.eu/scheda-prodotto/bombola-b-map-1-lt-420-grammi-confezione-da-6-pezzi.html
http://www.generalgas.eu/scheda-prodotto/bombola-b-map-1-lt-420-grammi-confezione-da-12-pezzi.html
http://www.generalgas.eu/scheda-prodotto/bombola-b-map-1-lt-420-grammi-confezione-da-6-pezzi.html


Pack # 6 pcs.

G-GTX-CO2-B0,95L-6

Pack # 12 pcs.

G-GTX-CO2-B0,95L-12

Pack # 6 pcs.

G-GTX-ARCO-0,95L-6

Pack # 12 pcs.

G-GTX-ARCO-0,95L-12

G-MIX ARGON CO2

G-Mix Argon Carbon Dioxide is a blend of Argon (85%) and Carbon dioxide (15%), 
pressurized at 110 bar, stored into 0,95 liters cylinders. 

G-Mix Argon Carbon Dioxide is colourless, odourless, non-flammable, but asphyxiating at 
high concentration 

G-CO2

G-Carbon Dioxide is liquefied carbon dioxide stored into 0,95 liters cylinders. 

Carbon dioxide at standard atmospheric conditions (15°C e 760mm Hg) is a gas present 
in earth atmosphere in concentrations between 0,03% and 0,05%. Carbon dioxide is 
colourless, odourless, non-flammable, but asphyxiating at high concentration. Carbon 
dioxide is carried in liquid state below its saturated vapour pressure. G-Carbon Dioxide is 
employed as protective gas in GMAW welding of non-alloy or low-alloy steel. It's also 
employed as propellant in aerosol machines. 

TECHNICAL GAS REFILLS
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http://www.generalgas.eu/scheda-prodotto/bombola-g-co2-da-0-95-litri-390-grammi-confezione-12-pezzi.html
http://www.generalgas.eu/scheda-prodotto/anidride-carbonica-co2-bombola-g-co2-da-0-95-litri-390-grammi-confezione-6-pezzi.html
http://www.generalgas.eu/scheda-prodotto/bombola-g-mix-argon-co2-da-0-95-litri-0-117-mc-confezione-12-pezzi.html
http://www.generalgas.eu/scheda-prodotto/bombola-g-mix-argon-co2-da-0-95-litri-0-117-mc-confezione-6-pezzi.html


Pack # 6 pcs.

G-GTX-AR-B-0,95L-6

Pack # 12 pcs.

G-GTX-AR-B-0,95L-12

Pack # 6 pcs.

G-GTX-OX-B-0,95L-6

Pack # 12 pcs.

G-GTX-OX-B-0,95L-12

G-OXYGEN

G-Oxygen is pressurized oxygen at 110 bar, stored into 0,95 liters cylinders. Oxygen at 
standard atmospheric conditions (15°C e 760mm Hg) is an essential gas for preservation 
of life, being integral part of all respiration and oxydation processes.

Oxygen is a colourless, odourless and favourless gas, present in the earth atmosphere in 
concentration equals to 20,94%. At atmospheric pressure and temperature less than 
-183°C, Oxygen is a colourless liquid slightly thicker than water.

G-ARGON

G-Argon is pressurized Argon at 110 bar stored into 0,95 liters cylinders. Argon at 
standard atmospheric conditions (15°C e 760mm Hg) is a colourless, odourless and 
flavourless gas, present in earth atmosphere in small concentration (0,93 %).

Non-toxic and non-flammable, Argon doesn't interact with any known substances, 
showing high physical and chemical stability. At atmospheric pressure and very low 
temperature (less than -186°C), Argon is a colourless liquid thicker than water. 

Argon, pure or mixed with traces of carbon dioxide, oxygen, hydrogen and helium is the 
most used gas for welding mild and stainless steel, aluminium and light alloys, 
magnesium, titanium, etc
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http://www.generalgas.eu/scheda-prodotto/bombola-g-argon-da-0-95-litri-0-112-mc-confezione-6-pezzi.html
http://www.generalgas.eu/scheda-prodotto/bombola-ossigeno-g-oxygen-da-0-95-litri-0-112-mc-confezione-6-pezzi.html
http://www.generalgas.eu/scheda-prodotto/bombola-g-argon-da-0-95-litri-0-112-mc-confezione-12-pezzi.html
http://www.generalgas.eu/scheda-prodotto/bombola-ossigeno-g-oxygen-da-0-95-litri-0-112-mc-confezione-12-pezzi.html
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